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Tracking specific events in a program’s execution, such as object allocation or lock acquisition, is at the heart
of dynamic analysis. Despite the apparent simplicity of this task, quantifying these events is challenging
due to the presence of compiler optimizations. Profiling perturbs the optimizations that the compiler would
normally do—a profiled program usually behaves differently than the original one.

In this article, we propose a novel technique for quantifying compiler-internal events in the optimized
code, reducing the profiling perturbation on compiler optimizations. Our technique achieves this by instru-
menting the program from within the compiler, and by delaying the instrumentation until the point in the
compilation pipeline after which no subsequent optimizations can remove the events. We propose two differ-
ent implementation strategies of our technique based on path-profiling, and a modification to the standard
path-profiling algorithm that facilitates the use of the proposed strategies in a modern just-in-time (JIT)

compiler. We use our technique to analyze the behaviour of the optimizations in Graal, a state-of-the-art com-
piler for the Java Virtual Machine, identifying the reasons behind a performance improvement of a specific
optimization, and the causes behind an unexpected slowdown of another. Finally, our evaluation results show
that the two proposed implementations result in a significantly lower execution-time overhead w.r.t. a naive
implementation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

To analyze effects of compiler optimizations, compiler developers typically instrument the source
code or the intermediate language (e.g., bytecode), or rely on hardware performance counters to
collect machine events. While source- and bytecode-level approaches allow profiling high-level
events that correspond to object-oriented abstractions in the program (such as, e.g., object alloca-
tions or method invocations), machine-level profiling allows tracking low-level behaviour (such
as, e.g., branch mispredictions or cache-misses). However, neither of these approaches allows
collecting information about compiler-internal concepts (e.g., the lock implementation that the
compiler selects [25, 27, 108], safepoints [23], or the typechecks that the compiler speculatively
executes [29, 30]). They are too low-level to be visible in the source code or bytecode, and too
high-level to be tracked in the machine code.

Moreover, it is established that source- and bytecode-level instrumentation leads to inaccu-
rate measurements because compiler optimizations affect the event counts [125]. For example,
source-level instrumentation may insert allocation-counting code to count allocations that can be
removed by subsequent optimizations [110]. Conversely, the injected instrumentation code also
perturbs the compiler’s decisions: injected counters may prevent compiler optimizations by inter-
fering with loop optimizations [114], by impacting the cost-analysis in inlining [124, 125], and
in various other ways. While these problems are intrinsic to source- and bytecode-level instru-
mentation, compiler-IR-level instrumentation—i.e., instrumenting within the compiler’s internal

representation (IR)—may also perturb the compiler’s decisions and lead to inaccurate results if
not properly designed.

Aside from reducing the accuracy of the instrumentation,1 interaction with the optimizations
also introduces performance overheads. Even when the optimizations are not disturbed, instrumen-
tation by definition adds more work into the program [31, 66, 102, 125], impacts memory locality
and contention [60], and perturbs the system in a way that affects subsequent execution [69]. The
overhead caused by instrumentation may be problematic for practical applications, especially in
the common case where one needs to profile many different event types2 at the same time.

To accurately track compiler-internal events without introducing high overheads that may im-
pair the profiling of practical applications, we present a new instrumentation technique to effi-
ciently and accurately profile 43 event types (Section 3). Our technique inserts event markers in the
compiler’s IR at the compiler phases after which no subsequent optimizations affect the corresponding

events. These markers are no-ops from the compiler’s viewpoint—they do not interact with the com-
piler optimizations, and are later replaced with the actual instrumentation code. Furthermore, we
delay the insertion of the instrumentation code until the point at which no subsequent optimizations
can occur. Similar to how source-level and bytecode-level instrumentation require understanding
the program representation and the tools for modifying it [96, 97], the compiler-IR instrumenta-
tion that we propose requires understanding the internals of the compiler our approach is applied
to. While user-facing instrumentation tools based on this technique must maintain the invariants
of the compiler IR when modifying it, the users are only burdened with expressing the IR patterns
that they want to profile.

1Accuracy can be defined as 1−( |observed_count−actual_count | / actual_count); observed_count is the event count reported
by our profiler and actual_count is the actual event count in an uninstrumented run. An event is counted in actual_count if a
JIT-emitted machine-code instruction that corresponds to that event is executed. A perfectly accurate profiler (accuracy = 1)
would produce an observed_count identical to the actual_count. Our technique aims at maximizing the accuracy.
2In this article, we use two terms associated with events: type and occurrence. We use the terminology event type (also just
called type for short) to indicate an entity of interest that we want to profile, such as object allocation and method invocation.
Instead, we use the term event occurrence (also just called occurrence for short) to indicate a single event occurrence of a
given type.
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We provide a generic API that enables users to customize the set of event types of interest (Sec-
tion 4). Then, we apply our technique to implement event counting, i.e., the collection of runtime
metrics that represent counts of specific execution steps in the program, such as, e.g., object al-
locations, atomic instructions, lock operations, typechecks, conditional jumps, direct and indirect
method calls, foreign calls, memory barriers, arithmetic operations, safepoints, memory loads and
stores, garbage collection (GC) card writes, deoptimizations, or any custom execution pattern
that the user is interested in.

We propose two efficient path-profiling strategies aimed at reducing the profiling overhead
when many event types of interest must be collected at the same time. Among several other pro-
filing techniques (such as the one proposed by Ammons et al. [4]), we consider path-profiling
particularly suitable for tracking compiler-internal events without introducing high overheads.
The first strategy (called path decoding) allows one to collect the event counts online (i.e., during
application execution), while the second strategy (called path counting) further reduces profiling
overhead when event counts can be collected at the end of application execution. We implement
the two proposed strategies in the open-source just-in-time (JIT) compiler Graal [28, 73, 91, 108]
for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) to profile 43 different event types at the same time.

We note that the standard path-profiling algorithm, performed at the end of the compilation
pipeline where the IR size is bloated due to several optimizations, can produce an exponentially
large number of paths, which drastically affects memory consumption and the runtime of the
algorithm. To mitigate this issue, we propose a modification to the standard path-profiling algo-
rithm that decreases the total number of paths and makes path profiling applicable in modern
JIT compilers such as Graal without introducing prohibitively high memory consumption and
compilation-time overhead.

In Section 5, we show that our approach allows compiler developers to analyze and debug
the compiler optimization phases using IR metrics, which cannot be collected with methods that
work at the source-, bytecode-, or machine-code level. In particular, we analyze the interaction
between optimizations, event metrics, and the program execution time in Graal, identifying the
reasons behind a performance speedup and the causes of an unexpected slowdown introduced by
a compiler phase.

We evaluate our technique by comparing an implementation of our two strategies with a naive
implementation without path profiling, called direct event counting (Section 6). In particular, we
evaluate execution-time overhead, compilation-time overhead, code-size overhead, and memory
consumption by profiling many event types on the Renaissance [93] and DaCapo [13] benchmark
suites. Our evaluation results show that the proposed implementations allow one to profile a high
number of events simultaneously with a significantly lower execution-time overhead w.r.t. direct
path counting, at the cost of a higher memory consumption (and in the case of path decoding, also
of a higher compilation time).

To summarize, our work makes the following contributions:

• We present a new instrumentation technique to efficiently and accurately profile the execu-
tion of compiler-internal program events (Section 3).
• We propose and implement two efficient path-profiling strategies and a modification to the

standard path-profiling algorithm to count 43 different event types at the same time in the
Graal JIT compiler for the JVM. Moreover, we provide a generic API that enables users to
define their own event types (Section 4).
• We use our approach to identify the reasons behind a performance speedup and the causes

of an unexpected slowdown introduced by a compiler phase (Section 5).
• We evaluate our two strategies and we show that they result in a significantly lower

execution-time overhead w.r.t. a naive implementation (Section 6).
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We complement the paper by presenting the necessary background information (Section 2), dis-
cussing the assumptions, other possible usages, and the limitations of our technique (Section 7),
and comparing our approach with related work (Section 8). Finally, we give our concluding re-
marks in Section 9.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we present background knowledge necessary to understand the proposed technique
and implementations. Section 2.1 introduces the terminology used in the article, while Section 2.2
provides an overview of the Graal compiler.

2.1 Terminology

Optimizing compilers can be broadly categorized as ahead-of-time (AOT), also called static com-
pilers, and just-in-time (JIT), more broadly called dynamic compilers. Compilers apply a se-
quence of transformations and optimizations on a portion of code received as input, called com-

pilation unit. Such code can consist of source code (in the case of an AOT compiler), or bytecode
(typically in the case of a JIT compiler that compiles bytecode during application execution). Both
source code and bytecode are impractical for most optimizations and for translation to machine
code, so, before applying optimizations, optimizing compilers usually transform the compilation
unit to a more suitable form, called intermediate representation (IR). We denote as IR language

(IRL) the language that defines the IR, i.e., the set of instructions that an IR can consist of.
Compilers usually perform manipulations in successive compiler phases (henceforth also just

called phases for short). Each phase takes an IR instance as its input, performs transformations
by manipulating the IR, and returns the manipulated IR as its output. Specifically, we refer to
phases whose main goal is to perform optimizations as optimization phases. Phases are performed
one after the other to compose a compilation pipeline. The pipeline always starts with a phase
that parses the source code (typically in the case of an AOT compiler) or bytecode (typically in
the case of a JIT compiler) to IR and ends with a phase that transforms the IR to low-level IR or
directly to machine code. Within the pipeline, the IRL does not remain the same, but can vary and
progressively gets closer to machine code, by reducing to instructions whose abstraction level is
lower. For example, an IR instruction that represents an array load can be transformed to another
IR instruction indicating a memory read from a certain address. We call the process of transforming
the IR by removing abstraction lowering, and the phases that perform lowering lowering phases.

2.2 Graal Compiler

Graal [29] is an open-source state-of-the-art compiler for the JVM implemented in Java. Even
though in this article we use Graal as a JIT compiler, Graal can be used both as an AOT and as a
JIT compiler. JVM implementations use Graal as a JIT compiler, and can load it as a plugin using
the JVM Compiler Interface (JVMCI) [54]. In Graal, a compilation unit is a Java method sched-
uled for compilation along with all its callee methods that Graal decides to inline into it. Graal’s IR
is represented in a graph-based Static Single Assignment (SSA) [21] form where nodes represent
either expressions or statements, and directed edges define either the control or data flow of the
program [28, 29]. Graph nodes can be divided into two main categories: fixed and floating. Fixed
nodes define the control flow of the program, i.e., the execution order of the different instructions.
The predecessors of a fixed node must be always executed before the node itself. Hence, fixed
nodes are used when ordering is crucial. Examples of fixed nodes include loops, method invoca-
tions, and lock acquisitions. Floating nodes fluctuate around the structure defined by fixed nodes,
and are not bound to a specific point in the control flow, since their execution order is purely de-
termined by data- and memory-ordering-dependencies. Floating nodes can represent, for example,
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed technique for accurate profiling.

arithmetic operations or constants. This distinction allows Graal to perform optimizations such as
constant folding [117], strength reduction, code motion [30], and global value numbering [18] ef-
ficiently without considering the exact position of the floating nodes until the very last compiler
phases, when both fixed and floating nodes are scheduled (i.e., ordered and mapped to basic blocks)
and translated into machine instructions. For more information, Duboscq et al. [28, 29] provide a
detailed description of the Graal IR.

The compilation pipeline of Graal is divided into three main parts called tiers, namely the high-

tier (initial tier), the mid-tier, and the low-tier (final tier). Each tier represents concepts at different
levels of abstraction and uses a separate IRL. For example, the high-tier LoadFieldNode (specifying
a load of an object field) can be translated to the mid-tier ReadNode (specifying a read of a memory
address). While the high-tier applies high-level optimizations (such as method inlining), the mid-
tier and low-tier apply lower-level optimizations (such as arithmetic-division simplification or null-
check removal). A tier always concludes its execution with a lowering phase that transforms the
current IRL to the one accepted by the next tier. At the end of the low-tier, the IR is translated
to platform-independent low-level IR that does not consist of a graph-based SSA form anymore,
but of basic blocks of instructions that point to each other. This low-level IR is later used for
register allocation and subsequently machine-code generation for the architecture on which Graal
is executed.

3 OPTIMIZATION-AWARE EVENT PROFILING

We now describe the proposed technique for accurate event profiling. Figure 1 shows an overview
of our approach, which consists of four steps: identification of the event types of interest
(Section 3.1), determination of the target instrumentation points in the compilation pipeline
(Section 3.2), insertion of placeholder instructions that represent instrumentation (Section 3.3),
and the generation of the instrumentation code (Section 3.4). For each step, Figure 1 reports the
methodology section (above the dashed line) and the corresponding implementation sections
(below the dashed line).

3.1 Event-Occurrence Identification

Our goal is to profile event types, i.e., to record patterns of interest in a program execution. Hence,
the first step in our approach is to define the event-type set E. Since this technique targets compil-
ers, the set E must be expressed in terms of the compiler’s IR. Certain event types can be directly
mapped to basic IR instructions, such as object-field loads or object allocations, while others must
be identified with static analysis.

Definitions. We define the graph IRk as the IR of a certain compilation unit after the k-th
compiler phase in the compilation pipeline. Given the total number of compiler phases N , compiler
phases are numbered from 1 to N and k is defined within the interval [0,N ]. Value 0 does not
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represent a compiler phase but indicates the beginning of the compilation pipeline, before the
execution of the first compiler phase. An occurrence of the event type e ∈ E can be statically
identified by inspecting the patterns in IRk . Each event type e can statically occur several times in
IRk . Hence, for each event type, it is possible to define a predicate that determines whether a certain
instruction ι ∈ IRk represents an occurrence of that type. Events that are represented by patterns,
i.e., event types that are composed of multiple instructions, are identified by a single instruction
for which the predicate returns true. We call this instruction the representative instruction. The
predicate typically describes the pattern around ι.

predicatee (ι) ≡ ι represents e (1)

We apply the predicate to each instruction in IRk and we obtain a set Ik,e that contains those
instructions that correspond to e , i.e., the instructions that need to be instrumented:

Ik,e = {ι ∈ IRk | predicatee (ι) is true} (2)

We note that the same instruction ι ∈ IRk may represent the occurrence of multiple different
event types, i.e., given two event types e ′ ∈ E and e ′′ ∈ E such that e ′ � e ′′, it may be that
both predicatee ′ (ι) and predicatee ′′ (ι) are true. In this case, both sets Ik,e ′ and Ik,e ′′ contain ι and
subsequent steps of our approach instrument the same instruction ι twice to profile both e ′ and e ′′.

Example. Consider the Character.valueOf method from the Java Class Library (JCL), which
returns a heap-allocated object that corresponds to a primitive 16-bit Unicode character (i.e., an
unsigned value that has a minimum value of 0 and a maximum one of 65535).

If the character value is less than 128, the object is loaded (load) from a pre-allocated array arr,
otherwise a new object is allocated on the heap with new:

static Character valueOf(char i) {
return i < 128 ? arr[(int)i] : new Character(i);

}

Fig. 2. Graal IR node for method Character.
valueOf.

Figure 2 shows the Graal IR3 for this compila-
tion unit [28]. We define E so that it contains three
event types. Two event types correspond to basic IR
instructions—load-array and allocation correspond
to load and new nodes, respectively. The third is a
complex event type that we name object-caching (in-
troduced in this example for illustration purposes),
which consists of any if where one branch loads an
object from an array using a primitive value as an
index, and the other allocates an object using that
same primitive value—to detect this, we must ana-
lyze the if and its surrounding expressions. We con-
sider the merge corresponding to the analyzed if as
the representative instruction of this event, hence, it is the only instruction to instrument and to
include in the instruction set.

3We use the following conventions in every figure showing Graal IR. Fixed nodes are shown as white nodes with solid
borders, while floating nodes are represented as purple (dark gray in grayscale printing) nodes with dotted borders.
Solid arrows flowing from top to bottom represent the control flow, while dashed arrows flowing from bottom to top
represent the data flow. We report constants with the notation C(constant-value) and parameters with the notation
P(parameter-index). To uniquely identify nodes, we assign a progressive ID to each of them, reported at the top-left cor-
ner of the node. First, we assign IDs to fixed nodes and then to floating nodes. Markers (Section 3.3.2) and instrumentation
nodes (Section 3.4) are numbered after the nodes of the target application.
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We can identify the sets Ik,e as follows: Ik,load-array = {n3}, Ik,allocation = {n4} and
Ik,object-caching = {n5}, where ni refers to the node with number i in Figure 2. The value of k
will be determined in the next section (Section 3.2).

3.2 Instrumentation-Phase Insertion

The detection of the event occurrences of each type e represented by the set Ik,e is performed by a
new compiler phase that we call instrumentation phase and denote as IPe . This phase implements
and applies the predicate function predicatee (ι) to identify the instructions in Ik,e , and then inserts
the marker nodes.

The crucial problem in the instrumentation-phase insertion is determining the phase k of the
compilation pipeline after which IPe should be added. Though the phase k depends on the use case
(for example, a compiler developer might want to count the number of instructions after a certain
phase, knowing that later optimization phases may remove some of these instructions), in this ar-
ticle, we focus on the common case where one wants to find a phase k that allows accurately quan-
tifying the actual number of occurrences executed at runtime. We refer to such a phase with the
symbol ke and the term target phase. For example, given a compilation pipeline in which the num-
ber of compiler phases is N ≥ 5, an instrumentation phase IPobject-caching, and kobject-caching = 5,
IPobject-caching would be inserted after the fifth compiler phase. We note that the position of the
target phase depends on the event type of interest e; hence, different instrumentation phases (one
for each event type) might be inserted in the compilation pipeline at different places.

In the following text, we first explain why finding ke is crucial and why inserting IPe at a phase
that is not the target phase (as defined above) would not guarantee an accurate profiling for e , and
also show an illustrative example. Then, we detail our approach to detect the target phase.

Motivation. Inserting the instrumentation phase IPe at an arbitrary non-target phase k in the
compilation pipeline can lead to two issues:

(1) If instrumentation is performed too early in the compilation pipeline, the profiler could in-
strument occurrences that are removed by subsequent compiler optimization phases. Simi-
larly, the profiler might not instrument occurrences that are added by subsequent optimiza-
tion phases. In both cases, the instrumentation would be incorrect: the profiled value would
be higher or lower, respectively, than the actual number of occurrences at runtime.

(2) If instrumentation is performed too late in the compilation pipeline, an occurrence of interest
might not be profiled anymore because the compiler has lowered such an occurrence by
removing instructions that belong to a higher abstraction level. Hence, the profiler does not
have enough information to accurately detect the pattern.

Example. We illustrate the above issues with an example (written in Java). We consider the
load-array event type, i.e., an event type that represents a load of an element from an array, and
a simplified compilation pipeline composed of six compiler phases (hence N = 6 and k ∈ [0, 6]).
The compiler phases are reported below:

(1) Bytecode parsing parses the Java bytecode representation and creates the initial IR.
(2) Inlining [90] modifies the IR by replacing call sites with the bodies of the callees.
(3) Double read elimination replaces two consecutive loads to the same array element or object

field with a single load, storing the result in a temporary variable to exploit caching.
(4) Lowering [108] transforms the IR to a lower representation by removing abstraction. For

instance, array accesses are converted to raw memory accesses.
(5) Dead code elimination removes code whose execution does not affect program results.
(6) Machine code emission transforms the IR to platform-specific machine code.
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Fig. 3. Method sumPositive, which adds up the
positive numbers of the specified array and returns
the sum.

Fig. 4. The sumPositive method (from Figure 3) af-
ter the execution of the IPload-array instrumenta-
tion phase that is inserted at k < 3.

Even though the compilation pipeline may seem too intricate for the current example, subse-
quent examples will refer to it, which motivates its complexity.

Let’s assume that instrumentation code simply increments a counter associated to each event
type (i.e., the profiler counts event occurrences over time). Counters are stored in the array
eventCounters of element type long and are indexed using the constant loadArrayEvent, as shown
below:

// instrumentation code of a load -array
eventCounters[loadArrayEvent] += 1;

We analyze the Java sumPositive method shown in Figure 3. This method takes a long array as
a parameter and returns the sum of its positive elements.

In the following text, we show how the accuracy in profiling load-array varies by inserting the
instrumentation phase IPload-array at every k ∈ [0, 6]. We focus in particular on the load-array

occurrences profiled in method sumPositive, which represents our compilation unit. We execute
the sumPositive method a single time by providing an array of length 109 as a parameter. This
array contains 0.5 · 109 positive elements and 0.5 · 109 negative elements. As a result, the condition
at line 7 evaluates to true and leads to the execution of line 8 in exactly 50% of the iterations.

Table 1 reports the corresponding number of profiled load-array occurrences for each k . Below,
we illustrate the transformations performed by each compiler phase, and the effects that they have
on IPload-array inserted at k :

• k = 0 (before the bytecode-parsing phase): the instrumentation phase is inserted at the
beginning of the compilation pipeline. Hence, it instruments the array loads at lines 5 and 8
of Figure 3, producing the code in Figure 4. Since the numbers array provided as a parameter
has length 109, the array access at line 5 is executed once for each loop execution (109 times)
while the array access at line 8 is executed in 50% of the loop executions (0.5 · 109 times).
Therefore, the profiler tracks 1.5 · 109 load-array occurrences.
• k = 1 (after the bytecode parsing phase) and k = 2 (after the inlining phase): since the

bytecode parsing phase simply changes representation without losing any abstraction, and
the inlining phase does not inline any method calls, the instrumentation phase instruments
the same load-array occurrences (as previously shown in Figure 4) and returns the same
result as in k = 0.
• k = 3 (after the double read elimination phase): Figure 5 shows the Java code corresponding

to the IR produced by the execution of both the double read elimination optimization and
instrumentation phase. In particular, the compiler has replaced the two consecutive array
loads with a single load whose result is stored in the local variable element (line 5 of Figure 5).
The instrumentation phase detects and instruments only this load-array occurrence at line 5,
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Fig. 5. The sumPositive method (Figure 3) after the
execution of the IPload-array instrumentation phase
inserted at k = 3.

Table 1. Occurrences of
the load-array Event Type

in the sumPositive
Method (from Figure 3) for
Different Instrumentation

Phase Indices k

k load-array

0 1 500 000 000
1 1 500 000 000
2 1 500 000 000
3 1 000 000 000
4 0
5 0
6 0

executed 109 times, by inserting the counter update at line 6. We note that this is the actual
amount of runtime load-array occurrences, as array loads will not be further optimized.
• k = 4 (after the lowering phase): even though loads from arrays are still executed at run-

time, the lowering phase removes the array-load abstraction, converting it to raw memory
reads. The instrumentation phase is not able to detect load-array occurrences anymore. As
a consequence, no instrumentation code is inserted and the profiler reports 0 load-array

occurrences.
• k = 5 (after the dead-code-elimination phase) and k = 6 (after the machine code emis-

sion phase): due to lowering, load-array occurrences are not detectable by instrumentation
phases. Hence, the number of reported occurrences of load-array remains 0.

We conclude that k = 3 is the only phase where IPload-array can be inserted to instrument the
actual array loads occurring at runtime. Indeed, with k < 3, instrumentation would be inaccu-
rate and with k > 3, load-array occurrences would not be detectable anymore. Even though we
presented a single example that revolves around the load-array type, almost all interesting event
types are similarly altered by the compilation pipeline. Hence, it is fundamental to determine the
target value of k for each event type of interest.

Determining the Target Phase. As shown by the previous example, event occurrences must
be detected and instrumented after they have been fully optimized by the compiler but before they
are transformed into a low-level representation (and hence are not available anymore).

We insert the phase IPe after a target phase ke , defined as the last phase where the IRL allows
identifying e and hence the last phase for which Ik,e may be non-empty. As a consequence, ke is
either the last phase of the compilation pipeline or the phase that precedes the lowering of e (after
which the transformed IRL does not allow the identification of e). Determining ke thus requires
some understanding of the compiler that the technique is applied to—the implementer must know
which lowering phase lowers which event types.

We note that, depending on the event type and compilation pipeline of a specific compiler,
there may be multiple compiler phases other than the target phase ke (defined by our approach)
that ensure an accurate profiling of an event type e . Given the target phase ke , we can identify a
compiler phase ye ≤ ke such that ye is either the last phase preceding ke that may optimize event
occurrences of type e , or ke itself if ke optimizes event occurrences of type e . A compiler phase
c allows accurate profiling of the event type e if ye ≤ c ≤ ke . Compiler phases not included in
this range do not allow accurate profiling of e since phases preceding ye would lead to inaccurate
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profiles (the optimizations performed by ye would not be considered in the profiles) and phases
following ke do not allow the identification of e anymore. Among the suitable phases, we consider
the last phase as the target such that optimizations in the range ye ≤ c < ke do not need to
employ resources to visit nodes corresponding to instrumentation code.

We also note our technique does not prevent us from accurately instrumenting an event type
e whose occurrences may be “lowered” at two different positions in the compilation pipeline. In
these cases, we simply separate the event type e into two disjoint event types e ′ and e ′′, and define
their predicates predicatee ′ and predicatee ′′ such that ke ′ and ke ′′ can be different.

Consider for example an event type raw-load that represents a load of a value from a location
specified as an offset relative to an object, without performing preliminary null checks. In the
Graal’s IR, a raw-load event type corresponds to a RawLoadNode that can be inserted into the IR
both in the high-tier or in the mid-tier. In the high-tier, RawLoadNodes are inserted when parsing
Unsafe.get* methods [67] while in the mid-tier, RawLoadNodes are inserted together with monitor
acquisitions—a RawLoadNodes is used to fetch the mark word (i.e., a word containing information
related to the status of the lock) associated with the object whose monitor must be acquired. De-
pending on where they are inserted, RawLoadNode are lowered at two different positions in the
compilation pipeline, i.e., end of the high-tier or of the mid-tier, respectively. For this reason, it is
not possible to determine a single target phase kraw-load that allows accurate profiling of raw-load.

To accurately profile raw-load, we define two disjoint event types raw-load’ and raw-load”, their
predicates predicateraw-load′ and predicateraw-load′′ , and the target phases kraw-load′ and kraw-load′′ ,
such that we can accurately capture every raw-load occurrence before it is lowered. In particular,
raw-load’ and raw-load” correspond to the raw-load occurrences before the high-tier and mid-tier
lowering, respectively. The total number of raw-load occurrences can be computed by summing
the occurrences of raw-load’ and raw-load”.

3.3 Marker Insertion

The previous Section 3.2 details the identification of the target phase after which inserting IPe .
This instrumentation phase identifies and instruments the IR instructions that correspond to the
event occurrences of type e . Even though IPe could insert all the instrumentation instructions in
the IR after the target phase, this approach would reduce the accuracy of the collected metrics.

In this section, we first illustrate why inserting instrumentation code at phase k would produce
inaccurate measurements. We explain why and how instrumentation code can perturb compiler
optimizations (Section 3.3.1), even if performed after the target phase k . Then, we detail how our
methodology avoids the mentioned issues (Section 3.3.2).

Fig. 6. Method sumFirstTenPositiveLong, which
calls the sumPositive method, previously defined
in Figure 3.

3.3.1 Instrumentation Perturbs Compiler

Optimizations. Generating and inserting the
instrumentation code for quantifying the event
occurrences of type e (instead of inserting
markers) after the target phase ke may perturb
subsequent compiler optimizations, leading to
inaccurate measurements of e itself as well as
of other event types. A subsequent compiler
optimization phase that processes IR perturbed
by the instrumentation will in some cases not
add or remove event occurrences in a way that reflects what was optimized in an uninstrumented
run. As a result, the profiled event counts differ from what the event occurrences would be in an
uninstrumented run. In the following text, we provide several motivations for why this behaviour
is problematic, each accompanied by an illustrative example.
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Fig. 7. The sumFirstTenPositiveLong method
(Figure 6) after inlining the sumPositive method
(Figure 3).

Fig. 8. The sumFirstTenPositiveLong method
(Figure 7) after the IPload-array instrumentation
phase inserted at k = 3. The instrumentation code
is shown in red (gray in grayscale printing).

Motivation 1. Instrumentation code may contain side effects that alter subsequent optimizations,
control flow, and instruction scheduling.

Example 1. We consider the load-array event type, the simplified compilation pipeline intro-
duced in Section 3.2, and the sumFirstTenPositiveLong method in Figure 6. The method declares
a long array (line 2) and initializes it with the first 10 long numbers, starting from 1 (lines 3–5).
Then, the sumFirstTenPositiveLong method calls the sumPositive method defined in Figure 3, pro-
viding the previously declared variable numbers as a parameter and ignoring its return value (line 7).
Essentially, this method invocation adds together the elements of the numbers array.
We summarize the effects of the simplified com-
pilation pipeline on the sumFirstTenPositive

Long method when there is no instrumentation:

• Inlining: the inlining optimization inlines
the call site at line 7 of Figure 6 producing
the code conceptually shown in Figure 7.
In Figure 7, notice that the sum variable
is only declared (line 7) and incremented
(line 15).
• Double read elimination: double read

elimination optimizes the array accesses
at lines 13 and 15 (Figure 7), as already
explained in the previous example.

Fig. 9. Instrumented sumFirstTenPositiveLong
method (Figure 8) after the dead-code-elimination
phase.

• Dead code elimination: since the sum variable is not further used after the second
loop and the program does not perform any side effects, the whole body of the
sumFirstTenPositiveLong method is considered dead code and it is removed.4 As a result,
the sumFirstTenPositiveLong method contains no code.

4We note that the compiler must perform several analyses to determine that the code is actually dead code that can be safely
removed. For example, the compiler must prove that loops are bounded, that every array access is in-bound, and that the
code does not have side-effects (including exceptions). Here, we simplify the explanation for the sake of exemplification.
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We now consider the simplified compilation pipeline with IPload-array inserted at kload-array = 3.
The Java code that corresponds to the IR produced after the execution of IPload-array is shown in
Figure 8.

The instrumentation code (shown in line 12) produces side effects and influences the subsequent
dead-code-elimination phase that can safely remove only lines 7, 11, and 13–16 of Figure 8. The
instrumented Java code that corresponds to the IR produced after the execution of dead-code-
elimination phase is shown in Figure 9. The subsequently generated machine code contains more
event occurrences, more instructions, and a different control flow w.r.t. the optimized machine
code that would have been generated without the presence of instrumentation code.

We conclude that the instrumentation code inserted by IPload-array atk = 3 prevents the removal
of dead code, thus perturbing the collection of load-array occurrences themselves. The profiler
records 10 runtime load-array occurrences instead of 0. Even though in this example we considered
a single load-array event type, we note that other event types are similarly affected. For example,
while the correctly optimized code (i.e., the empty sumFirstTenPositiveLong method) contains no
allocation occurrences, the instrumented code (Figure 9) contains one allocation occurrence (line 2).

Motivation 2. Instrumentation code increases the size of the IR, which reduces the code-size
budget of the subsequent optimization phases that make decisions based on the IR size.5

Example 2. The inlining optimization uses the current code size of the compilation unit to de-
termine whether to inline a particular callsite or not. If the code size has not reached a certain
limit, a particular method call is inlined, which increases the current code size [5, 80, 90, 103, 118].
Once the limit is reached (which may be a function of the compilation unit hotness, the size of
the specific callee, and other factors), the algorithm stops inlining method calls, to avoid generat-
ing compilation units whose size considerably increases the compilation time of the subsequent
phases [90], or causes cache performance degradation [17] (and also to prevent endless inlining of
recursive calls).

Instrumentation code can prevent inlining of some callsites, and in the worst case, of every
callee, if the IR reaches the code-size limit. Consequently, the compiler not only emits more method
calls, but also cannot perform subsequent optimizations that inlining would enable (this is usually
the case for a compiler that mainly relies on intraprocedural analysis, like Graal [28], and most
mainstream method-based JIT compilers [16, 47, 57, 70, 78]). As illustrated in the previous example,
inlining of the sumPositive method (line 7 in Figure 6) is a prerequisite for removing the dead code.
If the sumPositive method is not inlined, the compiler must assume that the method produces side
effects and hence cannot remove the call site. The profiler in this case produces event counts that
do not correspond to runs of the non-instrumented program.

To increase profiling accuracy, our technique avoids direct insertion of the instrumentation code.
We next propose a strategy that solves the aforementioned problems.

3.3.2 Markers. In our methodology, while the instrumentation phase IPe identifies the event
occurrences of type e , it does not insert the instrumentation code to track the occurrence of e .
Instead, it inserts a placeholder instruction that we call marker, and which denotes the execution
of a certain event type. The marker is a special instruction in the IR that has no memory effects,
nor other side-effects, and is not a data dependency—from a compiler’s point-of-view, the
markers are no-ops that do not influence compilation decisions.6 Their code-size and cycle-count

5The code-size budget may be one among several budgets that the compiler uses to make optimization decisions. For
example, a compiler may make decisions based on the execution time of the compilation unit. Currently, our technique
does not prevent changes in execution-time driven optimization decisions.
6Instrumentation code that will later replace markers (Section 3.4) have side-effects. However, until that point in the com-
pilation pipeline, markers are no-ops from a compiler’s perspective.
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estimates [62] are set to zero, to avoid perturbing budget-driven optimizations. Markers are
converted to instrumentation code at the end of the compilation pipeline, and are removed from
the IR before the final lowering step (Section 3.4).

Fig. 10. Marker insertion in method
Character.valueOf.

Definitions. We define the set M as the set of
marker types such that each event type e ∈ E uniquely
corresponds to a marker me ∈ M . The instrumenta-
tion phase IPe is in charge of inserting markers of
type me whenever an occurrence of e is encountered.
Depending on e , the marker must either precede or
follow the event occurrence. The first case applies for
event types represented by instructions that split the
control flow (i.e., instructions that have more than
one successor, such as if and switch). Conversely, the
second case applies to types that 1) may not be en-
tirely and successfully executed because of potential
runtime errors, or 2) are represented by instructions
that denote the merging of multiple control-flow
paths. In this way, we ensure that, in case of errors or
exceptions, the corresponding event occurrence is not
profiled; moreover, we insert a single marker in case
of a control-flow split or merge.

Since markers represent placeholder instructions,
they do not belong to the original IRL and do not have
a corresponding machine code representation. In this way, every subsequent compiler phase can
“ignore” the marker nodes and avoid changes in behaviour. Markers must be replaced by instrumen-
tation code defined on the original IRL before machine code emission, as explained in Section 3.4.

Example. Figure 10 shows the valueOf method from Section 3.1. The marker (shown in yel-
low with dashed border, light gray in grayscale printing) for the object-caching event occurrence
must follow the corresponding merge instruction, since it might not be executed if it is placed in
one of the branches. Instead, a marker for the allocation event type must be placed after the new
instruction, to prevent the event occurrence from being counted in case of errors (for example,
running out of memory). Similarly, a marker follows the load-array event occurrence to avoid the
event-count increase if a null-pointer or an index-out-of-bounds exception occurs.

Discussion. Here we discuss two alternative designs to markers for the implementation of the
proposed strategies and we compare them to our approach. As a first alternative design, instead of
inserting markers to track event occurrences, instrumentation phases may insert IR instructions
annotated as “instrumentation code” with code-size and cycle-count estimates set to zero (similarly
to markers). Even though this approach may work correctly, it comes with caveats that require
major changes in the implementation of the compiler. Every optimization phase should process
and optimize annotated and not-annotated instructions separately to avoid changes in compila-
tion decisions. Consider for example the case where instrumentation code uses memory-access
instructions (read-add-write). Even if the costs for the heuristics were made zero, memory-access
instructions still affect the memory graph and read-write reordering decisions in the compiler,
whereas marker nodes do not.

As a second alternative design, instrumentation phases may mark event occurrences by annotat-
ing the corresponding program instructions. In this design, each program instruction is annotated
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with an event-type set containing the event types the instruction represents. Event-type sets are
copied when duplicating instructions, combined when combining instructions, transferred to
the lowered instructions corresponding to the annotated instructions, and deleted together with
instructions. Similar to markers, event-type sets are replaced by instrumentation code before
machine code emission. This alternative design strongly couples annotations with instructions,
possibly leading to better accuracy w.r.t. markers. The reason is that markers are independent of
the lowered instructions that correspond to the event occurrences. Subsequent compiler phases
may duplicate, move, and remove the lowered instructions but not the corresponding markers.
Still, both when using markers and event-type set annotations, the instruction selection in the
backend compiler may introduce inaccuracies due to combinations across block boundaries. We
consider the event-type-set-annotation approach part of future work.

In Graal, where no existing API allows easily implementing event-type set annotations,7 we
consider high-level marker nodes a good compromise between accuracy and compiler-code
maintainability.

3.4 Instrumentation-Code Generation

Fig. 11. Instrumentation-code generation in
method Character.valueOf.

After all compiler and instrumentation phases are
performed—i.e., after the (N + M)-th phase, where
M is the number of instrumentation phases in-
jected in the compilation pipeline—our technique
detects and replaces the markers, producing an
IR in the original IRL. We refer to this process
as instrumentation-code generation. We define a
new instrumentation-code-generation phase ICG,
which is injected into the compilation pipeline af-
ter phase N +M . The phase ICG processes the mark-
ers and implements a concrete scheme for recording

event occurrences.

Example. If our technique is used to count the
occurrences of each event type, the phase generates code that increments the counters specific
to each event type e . On the other hand, if our technique is used to produce an event-trace (i.e.,
an ordered list of executed event occurrences), then the phase generates code that, for each e ,
appends a representation of the occurrence of e into a trace-buffer. The marker insertion allows
performing several optimizations during this phase, as explained later in Section 4.2. In Figure 11,
the object-caching marker (Figure 10, node 13) is replaced with the incrementation of a counter at
the address cnt (in the IR, the instrumentation code is shown with darker colors, while code of the
target application is semi-transparent).

4 IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the implementation of our technique in the Graal compiler [28, 29, 62, 73,
91, 109, 120]. As shown in Figure 1, Section 4.1 describes our event-definition, instrumentation-
phase, and marker APIs. Then, Section 4.2 presents our approach to generating instrumentation
code, and proposes two efficient path-profiling strategies to reduce the profiling overhead. Finally,

7In Graal, nodes are instantiated throughout the codebase using their constructor. To support event-type set annotations,
we would need to analyze all (and refactor some of) the allocation sites to use another constructor that takes the event-type
set annotation as a parameter. Similar changes would need to be implemented in Graal’s low-level IR.
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Section 4.3 describes a modification of the standard path-profiling algorithm [9] that makes the
two proposed strategies applicable to modern JIT compilers.

4.1 Events, Markers, and Instrumentation Phase

In this section, we illustrate our event-definition API (Section 4.1.1), instrumentation-phase API
(Section 4.1.2), and marker API (Section 4.1.3).

Fig. 12. Interface for event type definition.

4.1.1 Event-Type API. In our implementation, event
types are represented as Java classes. In particular, each
e ∈ E must implement the EventType interface defined
by the simplified Java code shown in Figure 12. The name

method defined at line 2 returns a unique intuitive name
represented as a Java String that describes the event
type. The predicatee (ι) function is implemented using
the eventAt method defined at line 3 where ι is represented as an IR node. Recall that the in-
strumentation markers may be placed before or after the target node (depending on e). Therefore,
in contrast to predicatee (ι), the eventAt method does not return a boolean, but the IR node after
which the instrumentation marker must be inserted. If the node provided as a parameter does not
represent an event occurrence, then eventAt returns null. Since ke depends only on e , ke is defined
within the event type itself as the combination of the two methods tier and phase, which represent
the position of the phase in the Graal compiler, declared at lines 4 and 5, respectively.

After all the event types are defined, we add them to the set E represented by a Java
Set<EventType>.

Fig. 13. Class for instrumentation phase definition.

4.1.2 Instrumentation Phase API. As shown in
Figure 13, an implementation of the class Instru-
mentationPhase (which allows defining instru-
mentation phases) must provide two methods:
eventType (which returns the event type that the
phase is supposed to mark) and mark (which lo-
cates the position and inserts the markers in the IR Graph provided as a parameter). The default
implementation of the mark method computes the schedule of floating instructions (i.e., an as-
signment of floating nodes to fixed-node positions [18]), invokes eventAt for each node in the
IR, and then inserts the markers in graph. For more complex pre-marking analyses the users can
implement their own marking logic by overriding mark.

The instantiation and insertion of the different instrumentation phases is performed during the
setup of the Graal compiler. We iterate over the user-provided list of instrumentation phases and
we call the tier and phase methods (cft. Figure 12) of the corresponding eventType to determine
the insertion position in the compilation pipeline.

Fig. 14. Class that represents marker
nodes in the Graal IR.

4.1.3 Marker API. Markers are represented by a new sin-
gle IR node called EventMarkerNode, shown in Figure 14. The
event type of the occurrence is identified by the type field
(line 3).

Since markers must be inserted at a specific point of the
control flow of the program, EventMarkerNode extends the

FixedWithNextNode class, i.e., the class used by Graal to define fixed nodes that have successors.
If the marked event type is represented by a fixed node, then the marker is inserted after the
node that eventAt returns. If the marked event type is represented by a floating node, then the
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instrumentation phase must find the fixed node at which the floating node returned by eventAt
will be positioned before code generation—for this reason, instrumentation phases run Graal’s
scheduling algorithm to produce the schedule (i.e., the ordering) for floating instructions [18]
(however, to decrease the compile-time overhead, the phases that do not work with floating nodes
can disable the computation of the schedule).8

4.2 Instrumentation-Code Generation

At the end of Graal’s compilation pipeline, we insert an additional phase that generates instru-
mentation code, i.e., a phase that converts marker nodes to code that records event occurrences.
In this article, we focus on event counting, hence “recording” in our case means incrementing a
thread-safe counter. As an alternative example, in implementations that aim to produce program
traces, recording would mean appending information to a trace buffer.

In the examples in this section, we consider the following expression, which represents the
creation of a wrapper around a boxed character in Java:

Optional.of(Character.valueOf(x))

Fig. 15. Graal IR for the expression Optional.
of(Character.valueOf(x)).

Since the code size of the Character.valueOf

method is small, we assume that in this example,
Character.valueOf is inlined into the Optional.of

method [5, 80, 90, 123].
We record an if event type e0 that represents the
execution of if statements, and the allocation event
type e1 introduced in Section 3.2. Figure 15 shows
the IR of this expression, where allocation occur-
rences are represented by the new nodes (num-
bers 4 and 6) and if occurrences are represented
by if nodes (number 2). The yellow (light gray in
grayscale printing) marker node 13 is associated to
the if node 2. Nodes 14 and 15 represent markers in-
serted by the instrumentation phase and associated
to new nodes 4 and 6, respectively.

In what follows, we describe three different
strategies for inserting the instrumentation code,
i.e., replacing the markers in Figure 15 with nodes
that represent instructions that perform the instru-
mentation. First, we introduce a simple naive ap-
proach that will be used for comparison purposes (Section 4.2.1). Then, we propose two alternative
strategies to reduce the execution overhead, based on path profiling [9] (Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3).

4.2.1 Direct Event Counting. A simple approach of implementing instrumentation-code gener-
ation is to replace each marker node with an increment at the memory location of the event-type
counter. We refer to this strategy with the term direct event counting, and we show the correspond-
ing IR in Figure 16, where IR nodes of the original expression are reported with a lighter color than
the instrumentation code. Counters are stored into the cnt array (nodes 15, 21, and 27) in which

8We always instrument the occurrence of a node before it is lowered. For floating nodes, their lowering includes creating a
schedule and placing them into basic blocks before converting them to a lower-level representation. This implies that our
scheduling result corresponds directly to the scheduling that is immediately done by the lowering phase that follows the
insertion of the markers.
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the i-th element cnt[i] represents the counter associated to ei . For example, cnt[0] is associated
to the if event type, and cnt[1] is associated to the allocation event type. As the IR contains three
different occurrences, the figure shows three different counter updates framed in light blue boxes.
Each counter update uses a load node (number 13, 19, and 25), the cnt array (nodes 15, 21, and
27), and the constant index associated to the event type (nodes 18, 24, and 30) to obtain the cur-
rent value of the counter. This value is then used by a + node (number 17, 23, and 29) to compute
the new incremented value by adding the constant 1 (node number 16, 22, and 28). A store node
(number 14, 20, and 26) updates the counter by storing the incremented value into memory.

Fig. 16. Direct event-counting IR for Optional.
of(Character.valueOf(x)).

Complexity. The benefit of this approach is that
the memory overhead is low: we allocate a memory
region (i.e., the cnt array) for the counters, one for
each event type, hence the memory consumption
is O ( |E |), where E is the set of event types. How-
ever, the execution time overhead is O (R), where R
is the number of runtime event occurrences. Hence,
this approach may be convenient when the event-
marker frequency is low, or when the event’s com-
putational cost significantly outweighs the cost of
the counter update. We note that in this article we
focus on the common case of many event types and
highly frequent event markers where counter up-
dates are expensive (as we show in Section 6). For
this reason, Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 propose two al-
ternative strategies to overcome this problem.

4.2.2 Path Decoding. To reduce the overhead of
accessing memory at every event-marker location,
we can exploit path profiling [9]. Path profiling sep-
arates the control-flow within the compilation unit
into a set of paths. Then, instead of incrementing
the event count at every marker, the event count is
updated at the end of the path. In this way, if some
occurrences are repeated along the path, we pay the
cost of the memory update only once. We call this
strategy path decoding.

The IR of the Optional.of(Character.valueOf

(x)) expression (shown in Figure 15) has two paths
in total, we call them P0 and P1. The path P0 includes
the first branch of the if statements and consists of
the fixed nodes <1, 13, 2, 3, 5, 6, 15, 7>.9 P1 includes the second branch of the if statements
and hence fixed nodes <1, 13, 2, 4, 14, 5, 6, 15, 7>. Along P0, there is one if occurrence
and one allocation occurrence, while along P1 there is one if occurrence and two allocation occur-
rences. Since the allocation type repeats along P1, it is more efficient to increment the count by
two units only once at the end of the path instead of incrementing it by one unit twice. We note
that in practice (unlike in the example, which is simplified for clarity) most event types often occur

9To indicate a path, we use the ordered list of the node IDs composing the path, enclosed in angle brackets <·>.
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several times along the same path, making the benefits of this strategy in real-world workloads
more significant (the differences are quantified in Section 6).

Fig. 17. IR with path decoding for Optional.
of(Character.valueOf(x)).

We keep track of the occurrences of each
event type in each path with a path-decoding ta-

ble pec , in which the j-th row represents the j-th
path Pj and the i-th column represents the i-th
event ei . We implement the decoding table as
a contiguous memory area that stores rows of
length |E | one after another. The number of oc-
currences of the event ei along the path Pj are
stored in the element at index j · |E | + i . For in-
stance, given the current IR, pec = [1, 1, 1, 2],
since entries 0 and 1 represent the first row and
hence refer to P0, entries 2 and 3 represent the
second row and refer to P1: even indices refer to
the if event type (first column), and odd indices
refer to the allocation event type (second col-
umn). As an example, the number of allocation

occurrences (e1) along P1 ispec [j ·|E |+i] = pec [1·
2 + 1] = pec [3] = 2. During the program exe-
cution, the JIT compiler incrementally extends
the decoding table for each compilation request,
so that it contains information about the newly
added paths. During instrumentation-code gen-
eration, and after the control flow is separated
into a set of paths, the compiler populates the
table pec by statically counting markers along
those paths. For a particular compilation unit,
the contents of the table are never updated but
always queried to retrieve intermediate results.

Figure 17 shows the IR after the execution of
an instrumentation-code-generation phase that
implements the path-decoding strategy. While
event counts are still stored into the cnt array
(nodes 24 and 35), the instrumentation code is
divided into three steps reported in the light
blue boxes. These steps are identified by the cor-
responding labels: path tracking, which main-
tains the ID of the current path that is being executed, path decoding, which extracts the number
of occurrences along that path, and event-count update, which increments the event count by that
number. As the first step, this strategy enumerates all the paths, and inserts a path identifier along
each path in the control flow graph using the approach proposed by Ball and Larus [9]. In the
path tracking block, the phi10 node 15 represents the path identifier, and evaluates to either 0 or 1
depending on the path (nodes 14 and 13, respectively).

10Graal’s phi nodes represent the ϕ-function of the SSA form, i.e., a function that given N branches with the same join
point, each associated to a value, returns the value associated to the branch that has been taken in the current execution.
Unlike the original description by Ball and Larus [9], we use SSA values to represent the current value of the path ID.
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Then, this strategy inserts one path-decoding block and event-count update block for each event
type in the set E where at least one path ends. Multiple paths ending at the same instruction
exploit the same path-decoding and event-count update block by using a different path identifier.
In the figure, the path-decoding and event-count update blocks for one event type refer to both P0

and P1, since they end at the same instruction (node 7). The IR first updates the counter associated
with the if event type, and then the counter associated to the allocation event type. Consider
the allocation event type: the path identifier produced by node 15 is used in the path-decoding

part to compute the index j · |E | + i , and load the precomputed allocation-event count from the
path-decoding table pec (nodes 27-32). In particular, j is the result of node 15, |E | is represented by
node 30 (constant 2), and i by node 31 (constant 1). Finally, the event-count update block uses the
decoded event count for the respective path (node 27) to increment the existing counter in the cnt

array. To do so, we generate IR similar to the one produced in the direct event counting strategy.
Even though this strategy adds more nodes than direct event counting (i.e., the path-tracking

and path-decoding blocks), we note that the benefits in terms of profiling overhead are substantial
when many event types are profiled, as we show in Section 6.2.

Complexity. Let, across all compilation units, Pe be the set of paths in which event type e
appears, and let PE =

⋃
e ∈E Pe be the set of all paths in which at least one event occurrence

appears. During compilation, path decoding must store up to |E | values into the decoding table
for each path (to track the respective count of each event type in that path). The total memory
consumption is therefore O ( |E | · |PE |).

One advantage of path decoding is that the event counts are maintained in real-time. This makes
it applicable to JIT compilers and VMs, because statistics can be gathered while the program is
executing—for example, the GC can use allocation-count statistics to dynamically scale genera-
tions [15], or the JIT compiler can deoptimize the code to select a better lock implementation [26].
The disadvantage of this approach is that the overhead grows with the size of E—the path-decoding

and event-count update blocks are injected once for each event type that occurs in any of the paths
that lead to the instrumentation point. Thus, the execution-time overhead is O ( |E | · π−1) in the
worst case, where E is the event-type set, and π is the average path length.

4.2.3 Path Counting. When real-time updates are not a requirement, the execution-time over-
head of the path decoding strategy can be lowered by counting only the number of times that a path
was executed, instead of updating the actual event counts. The event counts can then be decoded
using the decoding table pec offline. We call this strategy path counting. In our implementation, we
install a VM-shutdown hook that performs bulk event decoding.

An example of path counting is shown in Figure 18. Since this strategy does not update event
counts, we remove the cnt array and we introduce a pc array (node 18) to store the dynamic path-
execution counts, instead. The j-th element pc [j] represents the counter associated with the path
Pj (where j is a global index across all compilation units). For example, pc [0] is associated with
P0, and pc [1] is associated with P1. While the path-tracking part remains unchanged w.r.t. the one
reported in Figure 17, all path-decoding and event-count update blocks are replaced with a single
path-count update block (nodes 16-20). The path identifier j returned by path tracking (previously
used to compute the index to access the path-decoding table) is now used to access pc [j]. The path-
count update block just increments pc [j] by one unit, to signal the fact that the path was executed
once. We remark that pec , which contains the number of static occurrences of each event type for
each path, is computed via static analysis at compile time and never accessed at runtime. For this
reason, the address of the decoding table pec does not appear in the IR.

Via offline analysis, we can compute the number of event occurrences in each path, and therefore
obtain the global event counts. To retrieve the global event count of an event type ei , we sum the
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Fig. 18. IR with path counting for Optional.
of(Character.valueOf(x)).

product of pc [j] multiplied with the number
of occurrences of that event type in the j-th
path (obtained by accessing the decoding ta-
ble pec as it was accessed in the path-decoding
strategy) for each path j, that is: count (ei ) =
∑

j ∈ [0, |PE |) pc [j] · pec [j · |E | + i].

Complexity. The memory consumption of
this approach is O ( |E | · |PE |), since the path-
decoding table pec , which contains the number
of static occurrences of each event type for each
path, has length |E | · |PE |, while the length of
array pc is equal to the total number of paths
|PE |. However, we note that the decoding table
could be stored in secondary storage, and ac-
cessed only during the shutdown phase of the
program to do the decoding, which decreases
the main-memory requirements toO ( |PE |). Our
implementation keeps the path-decoding table
in main memory, because none of the bench-
marks depleted the memory that was preallocated for path counting.

The execution-time overhead is reduced fromO ( |E | ·π−1) toO (π−1), where π is the average path
length. In contrast to the path-decoding strategy, at the end of each path, the instrumentation code
performs a single path-counter update and does not separately update each event type that occurs
in any of the paths that lead to the instrumentation point. Hence, the execution-time overhead
depends only on the average path length π .

4.3 Path-Cutting Optimization

In this section, we first motivate why the standard path-profiling algorithm [9] may lead to an in-
tractable overhead in a modern optimizing compiler such as Graal, making it impossible to directly
apply the original algorithm to implementing the path-decoding (Section 4.2.2) and path-counting
(Section 4.2.3) strategies. Then, we propose a modification to the path-profiling algorithm that
makes the proposed strategies usable in Graal.

Motivation. The main downside of path-decoding and path-counting strategies is that path
profiling can produce an exponentially large number of paths |PE |, which drastically affects both
memory consumption and the runtime of the algorithm. For applications running on a JVM with
a modern JIT compiler, this memory overhead is in most cases prohibitively high. Concretely, the
path-profiling algorithm does not compute paths belonging only to a single Java method but paths
within the entire compilation unit (we recall that a compilation unit is a Java method scheduled
for compilation along with all its callee methods that the compiler decides to inline into it).11 At
the end of the compilation pipeline, where our technique inserts instrumentation code, the path-
profiling algorithm computes paths using the control-flow of an IR whose size is bloated not only
due to inlining [90] but also due to optimizations such as loop unrolling [61], path duplication [63],
and various code lowering [108]. For this problem to manifest itself, it is not necessary that the

11We note that our technique does not introduce any new phase to resolve or inline additional methods to compute more
interprocedural paths. Our goal is to observe the code emitted by the compiler without altering the compiler behavior.
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path-count explosion happens in every compilation unit—even if a single compilation unit contains
a control-flow pattern that contains an exponential number of paths, profiling becomes infeasible.

Example. We executed multiple experiments to profile the Renaissance benchmark suite [93]
with a profiler that implements the path-counting strategy. The evaluation settings that we used
were the same as the ones reported later in Section 5.2, with the difference that the profiler imple-
ments the standard path-profiling algorithm [9] and not the modified algorithm that we propose
in this section. The profiler assigns a unique positive int identifier to each path. Using an int[]

array to represent the counters, it is possible to represent sets of paths PE where |PE | ≤ 231.
By executing certain benchmarks (for example, this is consistently reproducible in several com-

pilation units in akka-uct [1], als [122], and reactors [82, 84, 92]), we noticed that the standard
path-profiling algorithm produces a total path-count |PE | that exceeds 231, making it impossible
to represent all paths. To see why this happens, consider the control-flow graph in Figure 19(a),
in which blue boxes represent basic blocks (i.e., non-branching sequences of fixed nodes). Each
time that the control-flow branches and then merges again at a basic block B, the total number
of paths from the entry-point to B must be multiplied with the total number of paths from B to
the control-flow sink. If there are N consecutive 4-way branch-and-merge patterns, then the total
number of paths is 4N .

In the Graal IR, branch-and-merge patterns are quite common after the last lowering—the ma-
jor contributors are monitorenter and monitorexit instructions, which are lowered to fast-path
spin locks and slow-path OS calls [26]; object allocations, which are lowered to thread-local al-

location buffer (TLAB) bumps [39] on the fast path, and foreign calls on the slow-path; and
polymorphic inlining [24], which inlines and dispatches between several possible call targets.

Discussion. There are multiple ways to overcome this limitation. One approach is to increase
the number of identifiers—for example, a long-typed path identifier can represent sets of paths
PE such that |PE | ≤ 263. However, we note that a total path-count |PE | = 231 already results in
a prohibitively high memory consumption that impairs the practical usage, even if we consider a
favorable scenario with an implementation that tries to minimize memory allocation. Consider the
case when |PE | = 231. The size of the path-count array pc , which stores the 8-byte counters, would
be |pc | = 231 · 8B = 16GB. Moreover, given |E | = 43 (since the profiler used for this experiment
can track 43 different event types, as further discussed in Section 5.2) and considering a memory-
optimized path decoding table pec that stores each element as byte (i.e., a path-decoding table
in which each event type may occur at most 255 times in the same path, which is a generous
assumption—it is likely that there are occasional compilation units that violate this restriction),
the memory consumption of pec would be |pec | · 1B = |E | · |PE | · 1B = 43 · 231 · 1B = 86GB. Hence,
the total memory consumption would be |pc |+ |pec | = 16GB+86GB = 102GB. Note that this would
be the memory footprint for only a single compilation unit in which that path explosion happened.
This memory overhead is prohibitively high for practical purposes.

Moreover, even in cases in which this memory footprint is acceptable, the compilation-time
overhead of populating the decoding table is prohibitive for a JIT compiler. In the benchmarks
in which we witnessed the path-count explosion, the compiler threads that were assigned to the
corresponding compilation units were blocked for hundreds of seconds while populating the path-
decoding table.

Another approach could be to maintain the path counts in a dynamically sized sparse array (for
example, a hash table), and to reconstruct the decoding table from the persisted IR on-demand
during shutdown, but only for those paths that have a non-zero path count (speculating that most
paths are never executed during the program runtime). We did not pursue this approach for two
reasons: first, hash-table updates are more expensive than single-memory location increments, and
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our goal is to keep the overheads low. Second, in some compilation units, the program may execute
all path combinations in the worst case, which would again lead to a prohibitive memory overhead.

Due to the huge memory consumption even in the optimistic scenario outlined above, and the
fact that other workloads produce even larger total path counts |PE |, we decided to implement an
approach that decreases the total number of paths |PE | by cutting them into smaller pieces.

Path cutting. To lower the total path-count |PE |, and consequently reduce memory consump-
tion and compilation time, we modify the standard path profiling algorithm [9] to introduce ar-
tificial path cuts. When building the directed-acyclic graph (DAG) of the compilation unit’s
control-flow graph (CFG), we cut the graph in half at merge nodes, i.e., at nodes with multiple
inbound control-flow edges, by introducing dummy edges to the sink node, i.e., the single node
with no outbound control-flow edges. We call this optimization path cutting.

Fig. 19. Example of path cutting.

Figure 19 shows an
example of path cutting. In
particular, we report the
CFG of a certain compila-
tion unit without artificial
path cuts (Figure 19(a)),
the CFG that highlights
the artificial path cuts
(Figure 19(b)), and the
resulting DAG with the
dummy edges after the cut
(Figure 19(c)). Consider the
first CFG in Figure 19(a),
where blue nodes with
solid borders represent
basic blocks and are num-
bered from 1 to 11. Block 1
represents the source (entry
point) and 11 represents
the block with a sink node.
Black arrows that connect
basic blocks represent the
control-flow edges. Next to
each basic block, the figure
reports the number of paths |P | that lead to the basic block if path cutting is not performed. For
example, while node 2 is reached by a single path (<1, 2>), four paths lead to node 6 (<1, 2, 6>,
<1, 3, 6>, <1, 4, 6>, and <1, 5, 6>). Since the CFG has a single sink node, i.e., node 11, the
number of paths |P | = 16 associated to the sink is the total path-count in that compilation unit.

We note that the two subgraphs composed of nodes 1-6 and 6-11 represent the typical control-
flow of a switch statement. In modern compilers, such a control-flow is often generated when
performing polymorphic inlining [24]—inlining virtual method calls by introducing a switch case
on the dynamic type of the receiver object. In our example, the two subgraphs could have been
generated by inlining two consecutive virtual calls where each of them has four possible call tar-
gets. We remark that the example represents a simplified scenario, while in real-world programs
compilation units have far more complex CFGs. Without path cutting, the instrumentation code
would be inserted only at node 11 and would handle all 16 paths, i.e., path tracking selects one
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among the 16 paths that lead to node 11 and provides the path identifier to the instrumentation
code of either path decoding or path counting.

The second CFG (Figure 19(b)) conceptually explains path cutting by showing the effect it has
on the number of paths |P | leading to any node. In particular, after cutting the graph at nodes 6
and 11, every node has |P | = 1.

In the DAG of Figure 19(c), we show the actual transformation performed by the algorithm on the
CFG. The figure shows the three subgraphs created by the two artificial cuts, i.e., the first subgraph
is composed of nodes 1-5, the second subgraph is composed of nodes 6-10, and the third subgraph
is composed of only node 11. First, path cutting adds an artificial source node (white node 0 with
dashed border) and an artificial sink node (white node 12 with dashed border). The artificial source
node is connected to the actual source node (number 1) with a dummy edge shown in dashed light
blue. Similarly, the actual sink node (number 11) is connected to the artificial sink node. Then,
the inbound edges of nodes 6 and 11 (i.e., where artificial cuts are performed) are replaced with
two dummy edges from the artificial source node leading to such nodes 6 and 11. Finally, the sink
nodes of every subgraph (nodes 2-5 and 7-10) are connected with a dummy edge to the artificial
sink node 12. This is similar to how loop-back edges are typically eliminated in standard path-
profiling [9]. The total path-count |PE | is now equal to 9 (instead of 16), i.e., the sum of the |P |
associated to the sink nodes of every subgraph (nodes 2-5, 7-10, and 11). Instrumentation code is
inserted at such sink nodes. For example, instrumentation code inserted at node 2 handles the path
<1, 2>, instrumentation code inserted at node 3 handles the path <1, 3>, and instrumentation code
inserted at node 11 handles the path <11>.

Even though path cutting increases the number of insertion points of instrumentation code (in
Figure 19(c), instrumentation code is inserted nine times instead of only once at node 11), the
total path count |PE |, and hence the memory consumption, decrease. This optimization makes
path-profiling strategies viable in a modern optimizing compiler such as Graal. In Section 6, we
evaluate the path-decoding and path-counting strategies with path cutting enabled.

5 USE CASES

In this section, we describe two use cases where our approach was used to analyze the behaviour of
Graal during JIT compilation. We first motivate the use cases by illustrating the common strategies
used by compiler developers to analyze optimizations and debug issues (Section 5.1); then, we
describe the settings used to obtain experimental data (Section 5.2). In Section 5.3 we describe a use
case in which our approach explains why a performance improvement occurs, and in Section 5.4
we investigate an unexpected slowdown introduced by one of Graal’s compiler phases.

5.1 Motivation

When developing new optimizations, compiler developers need to carefully analyze the effects of
their changes on the compiled code to assess the benefits. However, this task can be challenging.
Modifying the IR representation of the program in one phase not only affects the finally emitted
machine code, but also the behaviour of other subsequent compiler phases (that will receive a dif-
ferent IR as input). Due to the complexity of the compilation pipeline, the effect of this change can
be unpredictable. Moreover, since JIT compilation becomes non-deterministic when compilation
is done by compiler threads (and not by application threads), reproducing a specific, previously
observed behaviour in a subsequent run can be difficult [41, 72].

A straightforward way to assess the effect of an optimization is to compare the execution time
of a benchmark when the optimization is activated and deactivated. When the performance impact
is significant, this can confirm that an optimization yields a speedup, but the execution time
alone does not identify the precise source of the speedup. A more illuminating approach is to use
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debugging tools, such as Ideal Graph Visualizer (IGV) [74, 121] for C2 and Graal, to compare
the IRs of the compiled units in which most of the execution time is spent. While this strategy
in principle allows determining whether the optimizations work as intended, this is a tedious,
time-consuming task in practice—after inlining, the IR typically contains thousands of nodes.

With our technique, compiler developers can compare runtime-event metrics that describe the
runtime behavior of the program. These metrics can explain the effects of the different compiler
phases. The collected metrics are more informative than those provided by commonly used tools
such as JDK Flight Recorder (JFR) [75] or Oracle Developer Studio [77], since they can track
event types that exist in the IR but not in the low-level machine code. Example of such event types
include the lock implementation that the compiler selects [25–27, 108] (e.g., in HotSpot, whether
the lock is biased, inflated, recursive, or stubbed), safepoints [23], GC-card writes [116], GC-write
barriers [52], deoptimizations [50], concrete implementations of typechecks [20], polymorphic-
inline-cache hits [51, 90], and guards denoting speculative optimizations. In addition, metrics may
reveal information that is not always visible from the execution time or clock cycles [11, 98–100],
since thread scheduling may introduce stalls, contention, or non-deterministic garbage collection.
In the case of compiler bugs that compromise program performance, our methodology can be used
to pinpoint the source of the slowdown, providing dynamic information on the IR instructions
that are analyzed. In this sense, our metrics simplify debugging and help compiler developers
identify problems.

5.2 Experimental Settings

The experimental data collected in the presented use cases was obtained with an event profiler
for Graal, which is implemented as described in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.3, i.e., resorting to the path-
counting strategy and the path-cutting modification to efficiently count the number of event oc-
currences in JIT-compiled code. Table 2 lists the 43 event types that we collect with our profiler.
For clarity, event types are divided in categories based on their semantics. The name of each cat-
egory is reported in bold before the set of event types it contains. For each event type, we report
the unique event-type name and a brief description. In the following text, we use the term metric

to refer to an event counter.
Analyses were conducted on a machine equipped with an 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2680 (2.7 GHz)

and 64 GB of RAM. Frequency scaling, turbo boost and hyperthreading were disabled, and CPU
governor was set to “performance”. The Xeon E5-2680 CPU supports the x86 Advanced Vector

Extensions (AVX), but not the Haswell New Instructions (AVX2). The machine ran the Linux
Ubuntu operating system (kernel version 5.4.0-58-generic), and a custom GraalVM Enterprise build
that includes our event profiler. The VM is based on an open-source fork of OpenJDK 8 that adds
JVM Compiler Interface (JVMCI) capabilities to the VM [76].

We perform the analyses described in the use cases on Renaissance [93, 94], a benchmark suite
with a total of 25 benchmarks used for evaluating compilers [49, 56, 68, 79, 127]. We let each
benchmark in Renaissance warm up by executing it for a given number of iterations (specified by
the documentation) until dynamic compilation and garbage-collection ergonomics are stabilized,
before activating our profiler. We do not execute the program using a more deterministic execution
mode (e.g., disabling background compilation) since we favor a setting suitable to be used in a
production environment. The event counts reported in this section are collected only during the
last (steady-state) iteration.

5.3 Analyzing Compiler Optimization Phases

Here, we describe how compiler developers can use our methodology to analyze the effect of an
optimization and understand the reason behind a performance improvement. We first outline the
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Table 2. List of Profiled Event Types

Event-Type Name Description

allocations
allocation Heap allocation.
array-duplication Heap allocation of an array by copying an existing one.

arithmetics
arithmetic Every arithmetic operation including but not limited to the next

ones.
int-div-rem Integer division/reminder operation.

float-arithmetic-32
Every 32-bit floating point arithmetic operation including
but not limited to the next one.

float-div-rem-32 32-bit floating point division/reminder operation.

float-arithmetic-64
Every 64-bit floating point arithmetic operation including
but not limited to the next one.

float-div-rem-64 64-bit floating point division/reminder operation.

arraycopies
arraycopy Execution of System.arraycopy.

atomics
cas Atomic compare-and-swap operation.

branches
if Branch operation.
loop-end Loop backedge.

invokes12

foreign-call Invocation of a native C/C++ function.
invokestatic Invocation of a static Java method.
invokespecial Invocation of a Java constructor, private method, or superclass

method.
invokevirtual Invocation of a Java instance method.
invokeinterface Invocation of a Java interface method.

locks
biased-lock-entry Biased lock acquisition [101] (only ever held by a single thread).
cas-lock-entry Compare-and-swap-based lock acquisition (short spin-based lock).
inflated-lock-entry Inflated lock acquisition [101] (lock’s information in a separate

object).
recursive-lock-entry Recursive lock acquisition (acquiring an already held lock).
stubbed-lock-entry Stubbed lock acquisition (VM call).

memory-accesses
store Store to an object field or array element.
load Load from an object field or array element.

memory-barriers

membar-store-load
Execution of a memory barrier, i.e., an operation to enforce
ordering constraints on memory accesses.

(Continued)

12We note that we do not provide an invokedynamic event type since the bytecode parser transforms invokedynamic in-
structions into invokestatic and invokevirtual.
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Table 2. Continued

Event-Type Name Description

safepoints

safepoint
Event type that indicates a position in the IR where all threads are
paused so that the VM can execute stop-the-world operations
(e.g., garbage collection, root-pointer scanning, or classloading).

speculative-ops

guard
Every guard execution, i.e., an IR node that potentially deoptimizes
based on the outcome of a certain condition.
This event type includes but is not limited to the next four.

guard-bounds-check Guard that performs an array-bounds check.
guard-class-cast Guard that performs a class-cast check.
guard-null-check Guard that performs a null check.
guard-unreached-code Guard that checks the presence of code that should not be reached.
deoptimization Compiler deoptimization to transfer the control back to the

interpreter.

typechecks

instanceof instanceof check.
typeswitch Lookup based on the type of the given input.

unwinds

unwind
Unwind operation, i.e., find and execute the exception handler
defined in a caller method.

vectorization

bulk-map Transformation of a sequence of elements.
bulk-read Read of a sequence of elements.
bulk-write Write of a sequence of elements.
bulk-initialize Initialization of a sequence of elements using one value.

wait-notify

wait Invocation of Object.wait.
notify Invocation of Object.notify.
notify-all Invocation of Object.notifyAll.

writebarriers

writebarrier Writebarrier operation needed by the garbage collector.

general approach, and then use it to explain the reason for a speedup achieved by the optimistic

aliasing analysis (OAA) phase in Graal.

Approach. Given a compiler optimization phaseω that we want to analyze, we aim at identify-
ing all metrics that significantly differ due toω. Increasing or decreasing the occurrence of a given
event type is usually the primary goal of adding a new phase, since this change should in turn
improve the effect of subsequent compiler phases on the compilation unit, ultimately decreasing
its execution time. For example, one goal of the method-inlining phase is to reduce overheads due
to method calls, and thus decrease the value of the metrics in the invokes category. Measuring the
changes in the metric allows analyzing the behaviour of the optimization ω.
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We define Γ as the set of all phases in the compilation pipeline (thus ω ∈ Γ). Then, we define
count (p,m, ϒ) as a function that returns the mean value of a given metric m across executions
of the program p, while executing only a subset of phases ϒ ⊆ Γ. The reason why we define
count as a mean value is that, due to the inherent non-determinism of JIT compilation (when
the compiler threads are separate from the application threads), the value of the each metric is
a random variable. This is because the optimizations make decisions based on asynchronously
collected profiles, which makes the IR of the compilation units slightly different in each execution.

For example, count (scrabble, allocation, Γ) and count (scrabble, allocation, Γ \ {ω}) return the
mean value of the allocation metric for the execution of the scrabble benchmark with and without
the ω phase, respectively. To obtain these values in practice, we repeat the scrabble program many
times, and compute the mean.

Our goal is to determine the set of metrics {m} whose mean values differ by more than a given
threshold ε (p,m), between one execution with ω and one without ω of the same program p. We
call this set Mp , where p is one program taken from the set of all the possible programs Π. Mp is
defined as follows:

Mp = {m | ��count (p,m, Γ) − count (p,m, Γ \ {ω})�� > ε (p,m)} (3)

The ε (p,m) threshold allows us to extract only a subset of the metrics that report a significant
difference, and allows us to ignore small variations caused by non-determinism of the JIT compi-
lations in different executions of the same program (even when the program itself is completely
deterministic). In turn, we define ε as follows:

ε (p,m) = max(count (p,m, Γ), count (p,m, Γ \ {ω})) · t (4)

The parameter t represents the tolerated percentage difference between the two values, and can
be tuned to extract different subsets of metrics. Higher values of t restrict the result set to the
metrics that differ the most, while low values of t enlarge this set.

Our approach consists of collecting metrics and evaluating Formulas 3 and 4 on a significant set
of programs Π, in this way identifying metrics that are most affected by the optimization ω.

Optimistic Aliasing Analysis. We use the aforementioned method to analyze the effects of
Graal’s optimistic aliasing analysis (OAA) phase on the Renaissance benchmark suite. The OAA
phase speculatively inserts information into the IR about which object pointers are the same (i.e.,
are aliased) and which are different. The aliasing information can be utilized by optimizations such
as read elimination, write elimination, GC-write-barrier elimination, or vectorization [10]. For in-
stance, if two pointers are confirmed to be aliased, then some of their GC write barriers can be
fused. Similarly, if two array pointers do not alias, then element copying between the correspond-
ing arrays can be vectorized (because they do not overlap). In practice, it is a priori unclear which
optimizations are improved (and to which extent) when adding an implementation of OAA to a
complex compiler such as Graal. We noticed that enabling OAA introduces significant speedups
in certain benchmarks, i.e., up to 15% in the als benchmark, but we do not know whether the per-
formance gain is due to vectorization, GC-write-barrier elimination, or some other optimization.
Hence, we analyze the impact of OAA with our profiler.

We apply the aforementioned approach, setting the parameters of Formulas 3 and 4 as follows:
ω = OAA, Π = Renaissance benchmarks, and t = 0.1. We execute the benchmark suite using
our profiler, turning OAA on and off. Then, we collect the set Mp for all benchmarks in p ∈ Π.
We notice that all the Mp sets are empty, apart from Mals , whose metrics are reported in Table 3.
The values in the table indicate that OAA has a significant effect on als, as several metrics vary
by orders of magnitude. In particular, the vectorization metrics (i.e., bulk-map, bulk-read, bulk-
write, and bulk-initialize) are much higher when OAA is enabled, suggesting that OAA enables
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Table 3. Metrics Significantly Affected by the Optimistic Aliasing Analysis
(OAA) Phase in the als Benchmark

Metric (m) count(als,m, Γ) count(als,m, Γ \ {OAA})
bulk-map 989 105 986 71 523 670
bulk-read 503 935 809 45 313 789
bulk-write 517 377 287 60 224 210
bulk-initialize 457 782 740 830 084
loop-end 937 458 858 2 914 938 151
if 8 459 893 954 9 574 417 323
arithmetic 18 709 056 784 42 322 473 348
float-arithmetic-64 1 326 420 147 5 675 174 306

the vectorization of more loops. The loop-end and if metrics (i.e., the number of loop iterations
and branch instruction executions, respectively) confirm this statement—since vector operations
decrease the number of loop iterations, as the vectorization metrics increase, the loop-end and if
metric decrease. Moreover, vectorization decreases floating point scalar operations related to the
als benchmark and scalar arithmetic operations required to compute loop indexes and memory
addresses. This explains the decrement of the float-arithmetic-64 and arithmetic metrics, respec-
tively. We note that, even though the bulk-read and bulk-write metrics are significantly affected
by OAA, the table does not report the high-level load and store metrics, meaning that OAA does
not have a significant effect (in the sense of Equations (3) and (4)) on the number of accesses to
object fields and array elements. The main difference is in the accesses that can be parallelized
by vectorization: when OAA is enabled, most of these accesses are vectorized, and when OAA is
disabled, most of them are scalar.

From these results, we can conclude that the OAA phase in Graal mainly improves vectoriza-
tion, while other phases do not seem significantly affected. This finding implies that the 15% per-
formance speedup in als from enabling OAA is mostly caused by the vectorization phase.

Discussion. Our approach allowed us analyzing the effects of OAA by profiling the bench-
marks in two settings—with OAA activated and deactivated. The values of the collected metrics
clearly pinpointed that the OAA phase mainly improves vectorization. With this knowledge, one
may think that we could have reached the same conclusion by inspecting the execution time of the
benchmarks, activating and deactivating OAA and vectorization individually. While this method
easily allows validating our conclusion a posteriori, it is unpractical a priori for two reasons. First,
without already knowing that the OAA phase mainly improves vectorization, one would need to
activate and deactivate all the phases individually to find the one whose deactivation leads to a
slowdown that is close to the speedup enabled by OAA, which most likely requires significant com-
putational time. Second, a drop in performance when deactivating OAA can imply that some other
optimization was affected (not necessarily vectorization), potentially pointing the compiler devel-
oper to the wrong conclusion. Instead, our approach can easily find a clear cause-effect correlation
by just profiling metrics in two settings, saving significant computational time.

5.4 Simplifying Debugging

We now describe a case study in which our profiler helped us identify the cause of a slowdown.
In particular, we noticed that Graal’s convert-deoptimizations-to-guards (CDTG) phase intro-
duces an unexpected slowdown (around 7%) when executing the scala-doku benchmark. This
benchmark heavily exercises Scala collections [71, 88], and the hash-trie data structure [6, 83, 85–
87, 89]. We would expect a compiler phase to consistently speed up the program, or at least to
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Table 4. Metrics Significantly Affected by the Convert Deoptimizations to Guards
(CDTG) Phase in the scala-doku Benchmark

Metric (m) count(scala-doku,m, Γ) count(scala-doku,m, Γ \ {CDTG})
allocation 164 016 436 4 932 271
instanceof 1 020 482 952 581 007 038
load 1 260 071 141 1 101 575 841
invokestatic 346 730 590 133
invokevirtual 36 789 588 141 577
if 3 628 779 099 2 482 745 508
arithmetic 2 481 575 004 2 004 573 745
safepoint 162 328 445 40 192 560
guard 1 472 294 639 794 692 405

not cause slowdowns. Hence, we are interested in understanding the reasons for the performance
slowdown to fix the issue.

Graal uses deoptimization nodes to represent deoptimization points in the IR [50], which transfer
the control back to the interpreter. In addition, Graal uses guard nodes, i.e., nodes that represent
a potential deoptimization [29], which happens only when a certain condition is violated. The
CDTG phase finds and converts branches that end with a fixed deoptimization node to fixed guard
nodes. Fixed guard nodes are later transformed to floating guard nodes, and this conversion usually
enables subsequent optimizations—due to fewer ordering constraints between floating nodes, it is
often possible to pull guards out of loops, or coalesce guards when the condition of one guard
implies the other guard’s condition. For example, if two guards occur next to each other, one with
condition “x instanceof Integer” and another “x instanceof Number”, then the second condition is
always true (Integer is a subtype of Number in Java), and the corresponding guard can be removed.

To analyze the cause of the slowdown in CDTG, we follow the approach from the previous
section—we collect the metrics of interest in scala-doku including and excluding CDTG, and obtain
the Mscala-doku set of metrics that differ significantly. Table 4 reports these metrics, obtained with
Formulas 3 and 4, and the following parameters: ω = CDTG, p = scala-doku, and t = 0.1.

We identify now metrics in Table 4 that may be correlated. For convenience, we define m- =
count (scala-doku,m, Γ \ {CDTG}) and m+ = count (scala-doku,m, Γ) for a certain metric m. For
example, we write i f- to indicate count (scala-doku, if, Γ \ {CDTG}). Since CDTG converts deopti-
mization nodes to guard nodes, we expect guard+ to be significantly higher than guard-. Indeed,
the former is almost twice the latter, as CDTG has introduced (guard+ − guard-) ≈ 678 million
guard-node executions.

In a successive phase, guard nodes are lowered and become again if branches (i.e., back to a
lower-level abstraction, from which code can be more easily generated). If the quantity (if + − if -)
is roughly the same as (guard+ − guard-), then the additional if nodes would be caused by the
lowering of the guard nodes introduced by CDTG. However, this is not the case: as we can see from
the table, (if + − if -) amounts to roughly 1.2 billion, which is far above 678 million. This implies
that other phases caused a significant increase in if nodes, and were thus influenced by CDTG.

Consider the instanceof metric in Table 4, which is typically related to if nodes, since typechecks
are often executed in conditional statements. We can see that CDTG also causes the execution of
(instanceof + − instanceof -) ≈ 440 million more instanceof nodes. The joint increment of if and
instanceof can be a sign that additional compiler-generated instanceof nodes were executed. For
example, with polymorphic inlining [51], the compiler can emit an if-elseif chain of typechecks
whose conditions fail more often. This chain is created based on the receiver-type profile at the
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respective callsite—the chain checks against most probable receiver types first, and less probable
ones later. In case of a successful typecheck, a direct call (which can be inlined) is inserted. The if
and instanceof metrics suggest that CDTG negatively affects the receiver-type profiles that poly-
morphic inlining relies on when emitting the if-elseif chain, which in turn causes the execution of
more typechecks, leading to a slowdown.

To verify our conclusion, we determined the hottest compilation unit of the scala-doku bench-
mark,13 which is HashTrieSet.foreach, and we analyze the IR of this single method before and
after performing CDTG. As expected, we found callsites at which the profiles used for the poly-
morphic inlining were more polluted with wrong types in the execution that uses CDTG compared
to the execution without CDTG. We found that the differences in deoptimizations caused different
compilation orders, so different callers of the HashTrieSet.foreach method were compiled at dif-
ferent points in time, which furthermore caused the differences in the receiver-type profiles that
the interpreter collected at callsites within HashTrieSet.foreach.

To summarize, using our profiling approach, we were able to explain the 15% performance gain
obtained by the OAA phase in als and to identify the unexpected cause of a 7% performance slow-
down introduced by the CDTG phase in scala-doku, without manually comparing the IR of the
method, which is an error-prone and time consuming approach. Our profiler was essential in col-
lecting the metrics of interest, since existing tools [75, 77] are not able to collect low-level compiler
internal metrics such as the guard count. We reported the issue with CDTG to the Graal develop-
ers who validated it and are currently considering potential solutions to avoid the reported perfor-
mance degradation.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the proposed profiling approach. We first present the experimental
setup in Section 6.1, and analyze the execution-time overhead of our technique in Section 6.2.
Then, we evaluate the compilation-time in Section 6.3, the code-size overhead in Section 6.4, and
the memory consumption in Section 6.5.

6.1 Evaluation Settings

We perform our experiments using the same machine and experimental setting that were de-
scribed in Section 5.2. In addition to Renaissance [93–95], we evaluate our approach on the
DaCapo [13] benchmark suite, using the input size and the number of warmup iterations re-
ported in Table 5. From DaCapo, we exclude benchmarks tomcat, tradebeans, and tradesoap due
to well known issues [111, 112], and batik since it employs non-standard classes from a pack-
age (com.sun.image.codec.jpeg) that is not available in OpenJDK, on which our evaluation VM is
based [42]. Following the recommendation of the DaCapo developers [22], we consider benchmark
lusearch-fix in place of lusearch.

We evaluate our technique on four different event type categories (i.e., we profile four differ-
ent subsets of event types separately) listed in Table 2: all, arithmetics, branches, and arraycopies.
Category all contains all the event types that our technique supports and allows evaluating the per-
formance of our approach when simultaneously profiling many event types that occur frequently
in the application code (≈ 2.35·106 occurrences/ms on average). Profiling arithmetics, branches, and
arraycopies separately allows evaluating our approach when profiling a few or just one event type
in isolation. In particular, arithmetics and branches represent event types that occur frequently at
runtime, on average ≈ 6.76 · 105 occurrences/ms and ≈ 5.11 · 105 occurrences/ms, respectively. The

13While path counts could be used to deduce the most frequently executed compilation unit, this can also be done with
various external tools, and we used Oracle Developer Studio [77].
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Table 5. Input Size and Number of Warmup
Iterations of the Considered DaCapo Benchmarks

DaCapo Benchmark Input Size # w.u.

avrora large 20
eclipse large 10
fop default 40
h2 huge 10
jython large 20
luindex default 40
lusearch-fix large 20
pmd large 20
sunflow large 20
xalan large 20

former is composed of six event types, while the latter contains only two event types. Both cate-
gories highly benefit from path-based optimizations when profiled. On the other hand, arraycopies

represents a single infrequent event type (on average ≈ 8.42 · 102 occurrences/ms) whose profiling
hardly benefits the complex path-based optimizations.

We compare three different versions of our event profiler. The first version implements the
direct event counting strategy (Section 4.2.1), the second version implements the path-decoding
strategy (Section 4.2.2), while the third one implements the path-counting strategy (Section 4.2.3).
For brevity, in the following text, we abbreviate the three versions with the terms dec (direct event

counting), pd (path decoding), and pc (path counting). We note that all strategies perform the
instrumentation at the target position in the compilation pipeline, and insert markers in the IR.
The pd and pc strategies use the path-cutting modification (Section 4.3). We remark that the pd

and pc implementations are the ones proposed in this article, while dec serves as a comparison to
show the benefits of the other two approaches.

For each event-type category, profiler version, and benchmark, we report the arithmetic mean
obtained on 10 steady-state iterations, except for the compilation-time overhead (Section 6.3) and
code size overhead (Section 6.4) where the arithmetic mean instead includes the compilation time
and code size across all iterations, respectively. The reason is that the analyzed benchmarks were
designed to avoid the generation of new code at runtime [93], so once steady state is reached, no
more compilations occur. That is, compilation time is always zero and code size does not vary in
the steady state of the evaluated benchmarks.

We note that we do not present an experimental comparative evaluation with prior work since,
to the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available related technique that is suitable for
comparison. Related techniques (detailed later in Section 8) either lack open source implemen-
tations, focus on different goals/event types, or target different platforms (e.g., Jikes RVM [3]).
Moreover, bytecode-level instrumentation approaches are not suitable for comparison since they
collect significantly inaccurate event counts, as related work [125] shows, and both bytecode-level
and machine-code-level instrumentation cannot collect compiler-internal event types.

The approach that is the closest to our technique is the one proposed by Zheng et al. [124, 125],
which has a scope similar to ours and has also been implemented in a production Graal compiler.
Unfortunately, a working implementation of their approach is currently not available, as it was
removed from the Graal compiler many years ago. To compare the proposed approaches with
their technique, one would need to significantly modify their technique/implementation such
that their approach can be implemented in the latest version of Graal, which has undergone major
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modifications in the last years. The implemented version of their technique would necessarily
differ significantly w.r.t. the one described in their paper, decreasing the effectiveness of a
comparison between their work and our approach. Finally, their technique can collect only a
subset of the event types that we collect and does not employ path-profiling—their approach
would instrument the program by inserting the instrumentation code before/after each event
occurrence. This is similar to the behavior of the evaluated naive strategy dec, thus used for
comparison against the proposed approaches.

6.2 Execution-time Overhead

Here, we evaluate the execution-time overhead introduced by our profiling technique. For each
combination of an implementation and a benchmark, Figure 20 reports the overhead factor com-
puted as Tinstrumented/Tuninstrumented , where Tinstrumented refers to the execution time of an instru-
mented run (using a given implementation) and Tuninstrumented refers to the execution time of an
uninstrumented run. Each of the four plots of Figure 20 refers to a different event-type category
(whose name is reported below the x-axis), in order: all, arithmetics, branches, and arraycopies.
Benchmarks are reported on the x-axis of the plot, in alphabetical order, Renaissance benchmarks
first (until scrabble) and DaCapo benchmarks later. The execution-time overhead is reported on
the logarithmic y-axis. Above each bar, we report the exact value of the overhead. The black error
bars represent the 95% confidence interval (CI) of the measurements.

First, we analyze the evaluation results when profiling all metrics. In terms of overhead factor,
the pc implementation performs better than dec and pd in all benchmarks. Path-counter updates
performed by pc are less frequent than the event-counter updates of the pd and dec strategies,
and hence lead to lower overhead. The overhead of pc ranges from 1× (akka-uct and scala-stm-

bench7 [48]) to 1.59× (finagle-http [2]), with a geomean of 1.18×.14 The pd strategy shows that
online path decoding and bulk event-counter updates help in reducing the cost of single event-
counter updates in every benchmark except dotty, finagle-http, fop, and pmd. In these bench-
marks, different inlining decisions—taken by the JIT compiler and guided by different JVM-internal
profiles—lead to higher execution time. We clarify this phenomenon in Section 7.3. Overhead fac-
tors of pd range from 1.04× (akka-uct) to 3.86× (fop), while overhead factors of dec range from
1.35× (future-genetic) to 12.08× (als). On average, pd and dec slow application execution down by
2.11× and 3.55×, respectively.

We discuss now the execution-time overhead of the other three evaluated categories. For almost
every evaluated benchmark and implementation (for the exceptions, we refer to the phenomenon
explained in the previous paragraph and later detailed in Section 7.3), the execution-time overhead
of all is higher than the one of the other three categories, because all contains (among many
others) the event types of the three other categories. Moreover, the execution-time overhead of
arithmetics is higher than the one of branches, which in turn is higher than the one of arraycopies.
This is expected, as in any dynamic profiling technique the execution-time overhead decreases
together with the frequency of the event occurrences. The low frequency of arraycopies leads to
an execution-time overhead close to 1 in all except a few benchmarks, such as philosophers, eclipse,
and jython.

The execution-time overhead of dec , pd , and pc is correlated to the number of executed event
occurrences, path-event combinations, and paths containing at least one event occurrence, respec-
tively. For this reason, the difference between the execution-time overhead factor of dec for cat-
egory all and the other three categories is relatively higher than the ones of pd and pc . This gap
narrows for pd and even more for pc . In the case of pd , the gap narrows due to the aggregation

14Average overhead factors across multiple benchmarks are computed using the geometric mean.
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Fig. 20. Execution-time overhead factor of the dec, pd, and pc strategies.
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of event occurrences in each path, while for pc , a narrow gap indicates that the number of exe-
cutions of paths containing at least one event occurrence does not significantly differ between all

and arithmetics, i.e., arithmetic operations occur in most of the program paths that contain at least
one event occurrence.

Our results demonstrate the benefits of the proposed implementations (path decoding and path
counting) in terms of reducing the execution-time overhead in a counting profiler. This reduction
is enabled by path profiling with the path-cutting modification. In particular, by counting paths
online and by relying on offline decoding, the pc strategy enables efficient collection of both large
sets (e.g., category all) and small sets (e.g., categories arithmetics and branches) of frequent event
types, significantly outperforming dec . The other proposed implementation, pd , reduces the run-
time overhead compared to direct event counting, and is useful when real-time counters must be
gathered during the execution of the program. The naive dec strategy is comparable to pc and
pd only for collecting a few event types that do not frequently occur in program code, such as
arraycopies. However, this is expected, any profiler has low overheads if profiling is infrequent.

6.3 Compilation-time Overhead

We now analyze the additional time needed by the JIT compiler to compile the code, and quantify
the overhead of the additional instrumentation phases in the proposed approach. For each imple-
mentation, Figure 21 reports on the logarithmic y-axis the compilation-time overhead factor, that
is, CT instrumented/CT uninstrumented , where CT instrumented refers to the compilation time of an instru-
mented run (using a given implementation) and CT uninstrumented refers to the compilation time of
an uninstrumented run.

When profiling all the supported metrics, in every benchmark (except future-genetic, which we
discuss later in this section), pc introduces less overhead than dec , which introduces less overhead
than pd . In particular, the dec implementation slows down compilation by a factor ranging from
1.51× (future-genetic) to 2.42× (jython), the pd implementation from 2.14× (chi-square [122]) to
6.46× (jython), and the pc implementation from 1.29× (page-rank [122]) to 1.69× (fj-kmeans [59]).
The average overhead factor is 2.01×, 3.06×, and 1.48× for dec , pd , and pc , respectively. The in-
crease in compilation time across all benchmarks is because all the three implementations require
additional compilation time to mark event occurrences, replace markers with IR, lower the IR, and
emit instrumentation machine code. We note that pc introduces the smallest overhead while pd
slows compilation down the most. Even though pc performs path profiling, which requires addi-
tional compilation time, the instrumentation code generated by pc is small (as discussed in the
next section), which reduces the IR lowering and machine code emission time w.r.t dec , leading to
lower compilation times—in pc , several event occurrences are replaced with a single path-counter
update. This is not the case for pd , which inserts instrumentation code to perform path decoding
and event-count update for each path-event combination (as explained in Section 4.2.2). The gen-
eration of such instrumentation code, combined with the time required to execute path profiling,
makes the compilation with pd slower than with dec . Nonetheless, a higher compilation time is
less critical than a high execution-time overhead, and does not make pd inapplicable to profile
applications in real-time (as we practically verified on the Renaissance and DaCapo suites).

We note that the 95% CIs associated with a few benchmarks (such as chi-square, future-genetic,
eclipse, h2, and jython) report high measurement variability regardless of the implementation
used. However, such variability is not a consequence of the dec , pd , and pc implementations, since
uninstrumented runs (i.e., the baseline) are also affected. We investigated the causes of this be-
haviour, and determined that variability is caused by the non-determinism in the VM and compiler.
Indeed, the scheduling and interleaving of different threads could lead to different profiles—not
produced by our approach but produced by the VM and later used by Graal to make compilation
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Fig. 21. Compilation-time overhead factor of the dec, pd, and pc strategies.
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decisions—between different benchmark runs and therefore compilation of different methods
among different benchmark runs. The authors of the Renaissance benchmark suite are currently
investigating the sources of this high variability for benchmarks chi-square and future-genetic. We
note that the high variability of these benchmarks will also characterize evaluation results in the
subsequent sections.

We analyze now the evaluation results obtained on the other three categories. Similar to the
results on category all, for almost every evaluated benchmark and event type category, pd slows
down compilation the most. However, the difference with the other strategies is much smaller
than when profiling all metrics. This is because the small event-type sets of these categories lead
to a reduction in the number of path-event combinations. For the three evaluated categories and
in contrast to category all, dec introduces a compilation-time overhead that is comparable to
the compilation-time overhead of pc . This is because, as we will show in Section 6.4, the size of
the instrumentation code emitted by dec is comparable to the size of the instrumentation code
emitted by pc .

For the pc strategy, the sum of the overheads of the categories arithmetics, branches, and ar-

raycopies is higher than the overhead of the category all. The reason is that the overhead of pc

depends on the number of paths containing at least one occurrence of any event type and dif-
ferent event types may share the same paths (in contrast, the overhead of dec depends on the
occurrences of the profiled event types, whereas the overhead of pd depends on the number of
path-event combinations). In practice, most of the program paths instrumented for the category
all are also instrumented for the categories arithmetics and branches, separately, i.e., arithmetics

and branches occur in most of the program paths. This explains why the sum of their overheads
is higher than the overhead of the category all. The pc strategy is particularly suitable to count
several event types at the same time.

To summarize, the proposed pc approach allows efficiently profiling large sets of event types
with the lowest compilation-time overhead. The compilation-time overhead of dec becomes com-
parable with the one of pc only when profiling small sets of infrequent event types. We remark
that a high compilation time is a minor drawback compared to a high execution time overhead,
which instead may impair real-time profiling in production settings.

6.4 Code-size Overhead

In this section, we analyze the code-size overhead of our approach, i.e., we quantify the additional
memory space required to store the instrumentation code emitted by the JIT compiler imple-
menting the proposed approaches. For each implementation, Figure 22 reports on the logarithmic
y-axis the code-size overhead factor, that is, CSinstrumented/CSuninstrumented , where CSinstrumented

refers to the code size of an instrumented run (using a given implementation) and CSuninstrumented

refers to the code size of an uninstrumented run.
As done in the previous sections, we first discuss the evaluation results obtained when profil-

ing all metrics. Our results confirm the explanation reported in Section 6.3—the instrumentation
code generated by pc to update path-counters is small w.r.t. the instrumentation code generated
by dec and pd when profiling several event types simultaneously. Moreover, the instrumentation
code generated by pd is smaller than the one generated by dec for most of the evaluated bench-
marks. Evaluation results confirm also that the emission of the additional instrumentation code
(i.e., the code that corresponds to the additional code size) greatly influences compilation time.
Without considering jython, we find that there is a strong positive correlation between code-size
and compilation-time overheads, as remarked by the Pearson correlation coefficient [35] which is
equal to 0.72, 0.62, and 0.85 for dec , pd , and pc , respectively. Considering jython, the Pearson corre-
lation coefficient decreases to 0.64, 0.73, and 0.22 fordec ,pc , andpd , respectively. Analyzing jython,
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Fig. 22. Code-size overhead factor of the dec, pd, and pc strategies.
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we discovered that Graal spends much more time in emitting code (and in particular in allocating
registers) w.r.t. to the other benchmarks. When jython is instrumented using the pd strategy, even
if pd emits less code than dec , this phenomenon is particularly evident. We are in contact with the
Graal team that is investigating the compilation-time issue in the backend compiler for the jython

benchmark. The dec implementation introduces a code-size overhead factor ranging from 1.71×
(future-genetic) to 2.92× (fj-kmeans), while the code-size overhead of pd ranges from 1.71× (fop)
to 3.37× (fj-kmeans), and the one of pc from 1.30× (page-rank) to 1.80× (fj-kmeans). The average
overhead factor is 2.29×, 2.41×, and 1.49× for dec , pd , and pc , respectively, which is compatible
to the average compilation-time overhead, as shown in the previous section. In comparison to dec
and pd , the code-size overhead of pc is significantly lower when profiling all event types.

Now, we discuss the evaluation results of categories arithmetics, branches, and arraycopies. As
the figure shows, the code size of dec considerably decreases together with the number of event
occurrences, while the one ofpd considerably decreases together with the number of instrumented
event types. Since the code-size overhead of pc was already low for category all, its code-size
overhead for categories arithmetics and branches decreases only slightly together with the number
of paths. As detailed in Section 6.3 for the compilation-time overhead factor, we remark that most
of the program paths instrumented for category all are also instrumented for category arithmetics

and branches, separately. Hence, the code-size overhead of category all is lower than the sum of the
code-size overheads of categories arithmetics and branches for pc. The code-size overhead of dec is
comparable to the code-size overhead of pc and pd for categories arithmetics and arraycopies while
it is slightly lower for branches. The reason is that category branches represents an unfavorable
scenario for path-based approaches implementing path-cutting, in terms of code-size overhead.
Consider for example the dec and pc strategies, the program paths in Figure 19(c), and a branch
event occurrence in basic block 1 of Figure 19(c) that represents a jump to either basic block 2, 3,
4, or 5. In dec , the event occurrence leads to the generation of exactly one event-counter update
in basic block 1. In pc , the event occurrence leads to the generation of four path-counter updates
(one for each basic block 2, 3, 4, and 5). As a consequence, the code-size overhead of pc is higher
than the one of dec .

We note that, even if the code-size overhead of the evaluated strategies is similar, the instrumen-
tation code emitted by dec is significantly different from the one emitted by the other strategies.
The instrumentation code of dec is inserted in correspondence to the event occurrences, while
the instrumentation code generated by pd and pc is inserted at the end of program paths. For this
reason, when profiling a few event types (depending on how frequently they occur), path track-
ing and counter updates may lead to the emission of more machine code w.r.t. dec . Path-based
strategies may insert instrumentation code at the end of many program paths that are rarely or
never executed, e.g., program paths that end with exception throwing or deoptimizations. The dif-
ference in the execution-time overhead (Section 6.2) and the code-size overhead is motivated by
the fact that a program instrumented using dec performs many event-counter updates (and hence
executes most of the emitted instrumentation code) while the same program instrumented using
pc performs fewer path-counter updates (and hence executes only a minor sub-part of the emitted
instrumentation code). We discuss other details of the update frequency of path-based strategies
that employ path-cutting in Section 7.3.

To summarize, our evaluation results show that the code-size overhead correlates with the
compilation-time overhead (Section 6.3). Hence, similarly to the compilation-time overhead,
the proposed pc approach allows efficiently profiling large sets of event types with the lowest
code-size overhead. When collecting a few event types (such as arithmetics and arraycopies), the
code-size overhead of pc and pd is comparable to the one of dec . When profiling category branches,
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that represents a particularly unfavorable scenario for path-based approaches implementing
path-cutting, the code-size overhead of dec is only slightly lower than the one of pc and pd .

6.5 Memory Consumption

Here, we evaluate the memory consumption of the three strategies, i.e., the memory required to
store the data structures referenced by the instrumentation code to implement the techniques
as described in Section 4. As discussed in Section 4.2, an implementation based on direct event
counting (dec) results in a memory consumption ofO ( |E |), while an implementation based on path-
decoding (pd) or path-counting (pc) inO ( |E | · |PE |). We implemented both PE and E as long arrays.

The dec strategy only requires an array of length |E | (to store the event count), while pd and pc

require the allocation of two long arrays of different length. Following the terminology introduced
in Section 4.2.2, pd allocates two arrays cnt and pec of length |cnt | = |E | and �

�pec
�
� = |PE | · |E |,

respectively. Given that each long value occupies 8 bytes:

memory_consumptionpd [B] = 8 · ( |cnt | + ��pec
�
�) (5)

Similarly to pd, pc allocates the pec array. However, the cnt array is replaced by a pc array of
length �

�pc
�
� = |PE | (introduced in Section 4.2.3). The memory consumption of the pc implementation

can be expressed in bytes as follows:

memory_consumptionpc [B] = 8 · (��pc
�
� +

�
�pec

�
�) (6)

In Figure 23, we report the additional memory consumption introduced by the instrumentation
expressed in megabytes (the y-axis is logarithmic). Since E is fixed (for a given category) and
hence the length of the array that stores counters is not influenced by the workload, dec allocates
the same amount of memory for every benchmark (344, 48, 16, and 8 bytes for categories all,
arithmetics, branches, and arraycopies, respectively). Such a memory consumption is several orders
of magnitude lower than the memory required by the pc and pd implementations. Because the
memory consumption of dec is negligible, the figure reports only pc and pd .

We note that the additional memory consumption due to the instrumentation does not depend
on the original memory footprint. For instance, two programs with the same |E | and |PE | might
consume a different amount of memory when uninstrumented, even though the space required
by the instrumentation is the same. However, for comparison, Figure 23 reports also the heap size
required by the uninstrumented benchmarks. To compute the heap size, we run each workload
with an initial heap size of 1 MB and we let the GC ergonomics of the JVM increase the heap size
until it stabilizes. We report the resulting heap size in the figure.

First, we evaluate the memory consumption of category all. In pc and pd , memory consumption
varies among benchmarks since |PE | depends on the control flow of the instrumented program.
Moreover, even for the same benchmark, |PE | (and hence memory consumption) may vary among
different executions due to non-deterministic decisions taken by the VM or by the compiler. In
the pc and pd implementations, most of the allocated memory is dedicated to the decoding table.
In the case of pd , the memory consumption ranges from 7.87 MB (scala-kmeans) to 405.21 MB
(eclipse), while in the case of pc , the memory consumption ranges from 7.17 MB (scala-kmeans) to
500.44 MB (eclipse). On average, pd and pc require 44.58 MB and 47.30 MB, respectively. The heap
size required by the benchmarks ranges from 80.33 MB (scala-kmeans) to 10071.83 MB (akka-uct),
and is 1056.12 MB on average. Both pd and pc require ≈ 4% of the heap size on average.

We note that, for the same benchmark, pc typically requires more memory than pd , since |PE |
is always greater than |E |, and hence �

�pc
�
� > |cnt | (see Formulas 5 and 6). For certain benchmarks,

such as fj-kmeans and rx-scrabble, pd allocates more memory than pc , meaning that the sets PE

obtained by the two implementations are significantly different. Similarly to what we report in
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Fig. 23. Memory consumption of the pd and pc strategies, compared with the heap size required by the
benchmarks.
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Section 6.2 and later detail in Section 7.3, this difference in the sets PE is caused by the fact that
different profiles lead to different inlining decisions and speculative optimizations that alter the
control-flow of the compilation units.

Our evaluation results on the other three evaluated categories show how memory consumption
decreases together with the number of event types (i.e., |E |) and the number of paths that contain
at least one event (i.e., pec ). For this reason, the total memory consumption of the arithmetics,
branches, and arraycopies categories is much less than the memory consumption of category all.15

Moreover, similar to the other analyses reported in the section, the memory consumption decreases
for arithmetics, and even more for branches and arraycopies. For most of the benchmarks, even
when profiling all event types simultaneously, the memory required by the proposed approaches
is small w.r.t. the heap size.

7 DISCUSSION

In this section, we first discuss the assumptions of our technique (Section 7.1). Then, we discuss
additional potential usages of our approach (Section 7.2) and report its limitations (Section 7.3).

7.1 Assumptions

To be applicable, our technique requires a compilation pipeline where an event type of interest can
be identified in isolation and where one can clearly locate a phase after which an event type cannot
be detected anymore. We note that our technique is applicable to the HotSpot C2 compiler [19] and
Graal. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, it should be applicable also to Turbofan (V8) [44,
45, 107], LLVM [65], and GCC [37], for the event types defined in this paper. To use markers, a
compiler should allow fixed no-op instructions, which have no side-effects and whose code-size
and cycle-count estimates are set to zero.

7.2 Potential Additional Usages

A compiler developer could use our methodology to define optimizable patterns as new event types
and perform exploratory analyses to quantify how frequently these patterns are executed. In this
way, it is possible to determine whether it is worthwhile to implement a certain compiler phase, or
whether its potential speedup is not sufficient because the pattern is rarely executed. For example,
to extend the partial escape analysis phase [110] so that it stack-allocates a certain new type of an
IR node, we can collect an event count that represents allocations of this node that did not escape.

Compiler developers can also employ our methodology to study how compiler phases affect
event types. For instance, it is possible to compare the same event types, collected before and after
a certain compiler phase, rather than before the phase that performs the lowering.

One important application area of the proposed profiler is to track performance regressions in an
optimizing compiler. Rather than tracking the running time of a benchmark to detect regressions,
compiler developers can track metric counts that reflect IR-internal instructions. Such metrics
serve as proxies for the program running time, and they can reflect the effectiveness of a particular
optimization more precisely.

Our methodology can be used by developers who want to characterize or investigate new work-
loads and benchmarks that are specifically designed to stress specific kinds of compiler optimiza-
tions. A good benchmark suite should have a large variety of benchmarks that exploit different
optimizations and show high diversity in terms of metrics. Our approach can help to verify that
the chosen workloads show the required diversity.

15We remark that for categories arithmetics, branches, and arraycopies, |E | is equal to six, two, and one, respectively. For
the category all, |E | is equal to 43.
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While the implementation of the intrumentation-code generation phase and the use cases shown
in the article largely focus on JIT compilation, our approach can also be applied to static compi-
lation. Concretely, our profiler can be easily ported to Native Image [119], a static ahead-of-time
(AOT) snapshotting tool based on the Graal Compiler. Doing so would allow studying the dif-
ferences between AOT and JIT compilation. For example, assuming to analyze the steady state
(where almost no interpretation occurs), our approach can be used to compare the effect of JIT-
compilation-specific speculative optimizations against AOT optimizations.

7.3 Limitations

Our approach allows one to collect event types that can be represented at the compiler-IR level. As
any other compiler-IR profiling technique, our approach cannot profile event occurrences related
to code that has not been compiled, or low-level hardware event types such as branch- or cache-
misses. For the typical use cases presented in this article, i.e., analyzing and debugging compiler
optimizations (Sections 5.3 and 5.4), this is a desirable property—a compiler developer exactly
wants to profile the JIT compiled code, excluding native and interpreted code. However, for other
use cases, this property may be a limitation. For example, our approach may provide insufficient
information to a performance analyst that needs a complete view of the whole program execution.

Our implementation is not able to collect event occurrences that take place in C/C++ code not
compiled by Graal, such as the internal implementation code of the JVM. To overcome this limi-
tation, we could recompile such native code with a C++ compiler that implements our profiling
technique. For example, as later mentioned in Section 8, LLVM provides an API to insert user-
defined compiler phases [64]. This API allows implementing our technique in LLVM. While the
IR of LLVM and the IR of Graal are different, one can identify, for each event type detected by our
approach, the nodes in the LLVM IR that represent the same event type. If the program includes
calls to native code, then the final count for an event type is the sum of the executions of all LLVM
and Graal nodes that represent such an event type.

Since our implementation is not able to profile event occurrences that take place outside of code
compiled by Graal, our approach cannot collect event occurrences that take place in interpreted
code. However, we conducted some experiments to confirm that in the steady-state iterations
of iterative workloads (i.e., programs that repeatedly perform the same computation, including
benchmark suites such as Renaissance), the execution time spent in the interpreter is very little.
Our results show that when executing a steady-state iteration of the Renaissance benchmarks, the
time spent by the JVM in interpreted code is on average 0.04% of the total execution time, ranging
from 0% to 0.46%. This indicates that the vast majority of the executed code is compiled and can
be profiled with our approach. In non-iterative workloads, our approach may not collect event
occurrences taking place in infrequently executed code. However, our approach could be still be
employed if the program is compiled ahead-of-time.

Even though markers allow increasing profiling accuracy, markers may still yield less accurate
profiles w.r.t. alternative designs, such as the event-type-set-annotations discussed in Section 3.3.2.
We consider investigating alternative designs as interesting future work.

Our methodology lowers the perturbation on compiler phases by inserting markers that will
later be converted to instrumentation code. Unfortunately, some level of perturbation is still
present. For example, the memory overhead (Section 6.5) introduced by our strategies may al-
ter cache locality and the instrumentation code can affect register allocation that occurs after
the instrumentation-code generation phase, increasing register pressure. We note that the impact
on cache behavior and register allocation does not directly affect the profiles collected using our
strategies but influences other runtime metrics collected using Hardware Performance Coun-

ters (HPCs), such as cache misses. Moreover, since the instrumentation code is inserted at the
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end of the compilation pipeline, this code is not optimized by optimization phases and may intro-
duce unnecessary overhead. Generally, our profiler may affect thread scheduling which in turn
can affect locality. We are investigating approaches to mitigate these issues.

In JIT compilers, even though our technique lowers perturbation on compiler phases within a
single compilation unit, other sources of perturbations are still present. For example, the additional
compilation time required to instrument a certain method may delay the compilation of other com-
pilation units. During this delay, code associated to these other compilation units is executed by
the interpreter, which lets the VM collect additional profiles that later guide compiler decisions.
Since these profiles are different w.r.t. the profiles that the VM would collect in an execution with-
out instrumentation, the instrumentation perturbs compilation—the compiler may take different
optimization decisions that lead to different execution time and memory consumption. Optimiza-
tions that leverage profiling data include method inlining and speculative optimizations. Such a
perturbation is the root cause of the higher execution-time overhead of path decoding w.r.t. direct
event counting and of the higher memory consumption of path decoding w.r.t. path counting re-
lated to some benchmarks, as reported in Sections 6.2 and 6.5, respectively. We are investigating
techniques to reduce such perturbations.

Finally, path cutting decreases the total path-count |PE | and hence memory-consumption and
compilation time, making path profiling applicable to modern JIT compilers. However, path cut-
ting decreases also the average path-length π , leading to more frequent updates that increase the
execution-time and code-size overhead associated to the instrumentation. Consider for example
the path counting strategy and the execution of basic blocks <1, 2, 6, 7, 11> shown in Fig-
ure 19. Without path cutting, instrumentation code (inserted at node 11) would increment only
the counter associated with path <1, 2, 6, 7, 11>. With path cutting, instrumentation code in-
crements three counters. In particular, instrumentation code inserted at nodes 2, 7, and 11 would
increment the counters associated with path <1, 2>, <6, 7>, and <11>, respectively. In Section 6,
we show that on widely used benchmarks, path cutting leads to a reasonable trade-off between
memory consumption and execution-time overhead.

8 RELATED WORK

Zheng et al. [125] show how compiler optimizations influence event occurrences and, due to this
reason, source- and bytecode-level instrumentation cannot be used to accurately count event oc-
currences that may be altered by different compiler phases, such as allocated objects or method in-
vocations. To mitigate this issue, they define an API and a technique to make the compiler aware of
the inserted instrumentation code, which can be moved or removed with the corresponding event
occurrence. As a result, a bytecode-level profiler that uses their API can avoid accounting event
occurrences that do not take place after compilation. Unfortunately, such a technique addresses
only a limited set of optimizations, i.e., method inlining, stack allocation, and lock optimizations.
Moreover, it cannot track event occurrences inserted by a compiler phase. Our approach does not
suffer from the same limitations.

Another limitation of the above technique is that it does not allow instrumenting event types
that are available in the IR but do not have a corresponding bytecode representation. To overcome
this limitation, the authors propose another approach [124] that combines bytecode- and compiler-
IR instrumentation. Their framework exposes interfaces that correspond to some IR-level event
types that the bytecode profiler can reference to define the instrumentation code. The framework
properly inserts the instrumentation code at the correct position in the compilation pipeline. Even
though their method enables the collection of IR-level event types (including memory-barriers,
safepoints, and deoptimizations [126]), it may cause performance degradation due to the instru-
mentation code perturbing the subsequent compiler optimization phases. Our approach is less
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prone to this issue thanks to the use of markers that will be converted to instrumentation code
only at the end of the compilation pipeline. Furthermore, the approach of Zheng et al. [126] does
not allow one to directly analyze and modify the IR to track additional event types and perform
optimizations such as path profiling, in contrast to our technique.

Jikes RVM [3] offers an API [53] to count event types by inserting instrumentation phases into
its compilation pipeline. Such instrumentation phases insert high-level “count event” instructions
that will be later lowered into actual instrumentation code. However, unlike our approach, Jikes
RVM inserts all the instrumentation phases at the end of the high tier [43], preventing one from
tracking intermediate instructions at the middle of the compilation pipeline. Moreover, event coun-
ters capture the effects of high-tier optimizations but not the effects of subsequent phases that may
be perturbed by “count event” instructions. While we are interested in tracking several frequent
event types, Jikes RVM offers only three built-in event counters, i.e., method invocation, yieldpoint,
and instruction counters. Finally, the lowering phase of event counters does not implement path
profiling, possibly leading to a prohibitively high runtime overhead.

Compiler-IR instrumentation is a well known approach. However, we are not aware of tech-
niques exposing APIs that allow users to specify event types of interest at the compiler-IR level, as
our work enables. Gprof [46] uses compiler-IR instrumentation to collect execution profiles. Ad-
dressSanitizer [104] and ThreadSanitizer [105, 106] use a compiler-IR instrumentation module and
a runtime library to detect memory errors and data races, respectively. In contrast to our methodol-
ogy, such tools solve very specific issues and cannot be employed to extensively analyze compiler
behaviour by collecting runtime metrics.

Other tools perform the instrumentation at the compiler-IR level by inserting instrumentation
phases into the compilation pipeline [12, 40, 102, 115]. In particular, Preuss [81] uses an instru-
mentation phase to perform path profiling and monitor program executions. In contrast to our
approach, such instrumentation phases do not allow users to specify and count event types of in-
terest. For instance, Preuss’ approach allows only to count path executions within single functions.
Moreover, such approaches do not reduce perturbations and do not allow one to inspect compiler
optimizations.

Some compilers such as GCC [36] and the LLVM compiler infrastructure [58] provide convenient
APIs to insert user-defined compiler phases (called passes) [38, 64]. Such APIs ease developers in
implementing our technique and analyzing other languages and runtimes without the need of
modifying the internal compiler implementation.

The implementation of our profiler leverages the efficient path profiling algorithm proposed
by Ball and Larus [9] to count paths and reduce the execution time overhead, enabling the col-
lection of several metrics in a single workload execution. Ball [7] discusses a related strategy to
perform efficient event counting. However, that strategy maintains basic-block and/or edge pro-
files [8] instead of path profiles and is not suitable for collecting a large set of different event types,
unlike ours. Ammons et al. [4] extend the efficient path-profiling algorithm to exploit hardware

performance counters (HPCs) with flow and context-sensitive profiling. Our technique can be
easily extended to report HPC metrics and context for measurements, enabling more in-depth
compiler optimization analyses.

Bond and McKinley [14] combine instrumentation and sampling to perform efficient path and
edge profiling in JIT compilers. In particular, they implement their technique in Jikes RVM, using
instrumentation to track dynamic path executions and sampling to mitigate the path counting
overhead. Even though their sampling technique lowers execution-time overhead, efficient instru-
mentation leads to more accurate profiles. Moreover, in state-of-the-art JIT compilers such as Graal,
their technique may not be applicable due to the large number of paths and hence require a modi-
fication of the algorithm.
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Eyerman et al. [33] study the effect of compiler optimizations on superscalar processors by per-
forming interval analysis [32, 34, 55, 113] and collecting clock cycles associated to low-level event
types, such as branch and cache misses. Later, similarly to our approach, they enable and disable
compiler optimization phases to study their effects on such metrics. However, the metrics obtained
by their approach represent only the final code emitted by the compiler and do not provide accurate
information on the specific event types and how different compiler optimization phases influence
each other.

Replay JIT compilation [41, 72] is an approach that aims at improving JIT-compiler debuggability.
Using this approach, while compiling a method, the compiler stores all the input code it processes
in a log file. Later, the developer can re-compile the code using the log file, also enabling debugging
options to print diagnostic data. On the one hand, replay compilation reduces non-determinism
and improves experiment repeatability. However, in contrast to our approach, it does not provide
execution metrics that can be analyzed to understand performance speedup or slowdown.

9 CONCLUSION

In this section, we first give our concluding remarks (Section 9.1) and then we discuss some ideas
for future work (Section 9.2).

9.1 Concluding Remarks

We present a novel technique for profiling program event types, which lowers perturbation on com-
piler optimizations. Our approach marks locations of interest in the compiler’s IR at the phases in
the compilation pipeline after which no subsequent optimizations affect the corresponding event
types. For these locations, instrumentation code will be inserted only at the end of the compilation
pipeline, with the aim of reducing the chances of affecting compiler optimizations. Our technique
can efficiently and accurately profile bytecode-level event types that map to bytecode instructions
and compiler-internal event types that do not explicitly map to source code or bytecode instruc-
tions such as guards or safepoints.

We provide a generic API for customizing the set of event types of interest. Then, we implement
our methodology in a counting profiler for Graal, which is able to track 43 event types simultane-
ously. We propose two path-profiling strategies that significantly reduce the instrumentation over-
head. The first strategy, called path decoding, is suitable for on-line profiling while the second strat-
egy, called path counting, further reduces profiling overhead when real-time event count updates
are not a requirement. Moreover, we propose a modification to the standard path-profiling algo-
rithm (called path cutting) to make path profiling applicable to modern JIT compilers. We show that
our technique helps compiler developers analyze and debug compiler behaviour—we describe two
use cases in which we employed the profiler to identify the reasons behind a performance speedup,
and the causes of an unexpected performance slowdown introduced by a compiler optimization.

We evaluate our approach, confirming that the two proposed path-profiling strategies with
path cutting help reduce the instrumentation overhead w.r.t. a naive approach called direct event
counting. Our results show that path counting and path decoding introduce an average execution-
time overhead of 1.18× and 2.11×, respectively, while direct event counting leads to an aver-
age execution-time overhead of 3.55×. Moreover, we show that path counting leads to a lower
compilation-time and code-size overhead w.r.t. direct event counting.

9.2 Future Work

The two proposed implementations (i.e., path decoding and path counting) described in this article
do not allow collecting runtime values associated to the profiled event types. For example, the
implementations allow counting the number of method invocations (invokes) but not to collect,
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dump, and analyze the runtime values of their arguments, because they are expressed in different
IR nodes than those representing the event type. As part of our future work, we plan to extend the
implementations to support this feature. This would allow one to target more use cases, such as
the collection of program-execution traces.

To lower the difficulty of finding the target phase after which inserting markers for a given
event type, we plan to model the compilation pipeline and use metadata to automatically infer the
target phase and insert the instrumentation phase there, without the developer intervention.

Finally, the proposed profiler can bolster future research of compiler optimizations, assist the
analysis of programs and benchmarks workloads, or serve as a performance-regression-detection
tool.
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